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Abstract 

Climate warming can result in glacier contraction and changes in the coverage of snow, firn, and 

glacier ice that impact the energy balance and affect the timing and magnitude of streamflow 

generation. The impact of glacier-climate co-variability on streamflow in Canada’s northern 

continental regions remains undocumented. This study evaluates changes in glacier snow 

accumulation, ablation, and hydrological regime with changing climate for the Bologna Glacier 

in the Ragged Range (Selwyn Mountains) headwaters of the South Nahanni River, Northwest 

Territories. The Bologna Glacier basin was instrumented in 2014 with two meteorological 

stations that measured air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed, and radiation 

on and off the glacier surface. These short term observations were used to spatially and 

temporally downscale and bias correct ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) 

atmospheric reanalyses to construct a meteorological record from 1980 to 2015. Both the rainfall 

ratio and the average daily maximum summer temperatures were found to be increasing 

significantly over the study period. Total spring precipitation was found to be decreasing 

significantly over the time period. The Cold Regions Hydrological Modelling Platform (CRHM) 

was used to construct a physically based glacier hydrology model that incorporated a new glacier 

module: an energy balance snow and ice ablation model coupled with a blowing snow and 

avalanche model to characterize the mass balance of glacier snow and ice. To set up the model, 

the Bologna Glacier basin was discretized into Hydrological Response Units (HRUs) 

representing the spatial distribution of hydrological processes, parameters, and driving 

meteorology. HRUs were delineated by metrics including elevation, slope, aspect, firn limit, and 

land cover type, using a digital elevation model and Landsat satellite imagery from 1984 and 

2014. Reconstructed meteorological data were used to force the model to run over three decades 

with the former (1984) and contemporary (2014, 2015) glacier geometry and firn limit 

configuration to determine the effect of climate warming, reduced glacier cover, and increased 

ice exposure on headwater streamflow generation, which was found to be substantial. Analysis 

of satellite imagery showed that the glacier area decreased by 14% from 1984 to 2014 (30 years) 

and that firn coverage was reduced from 82% to 47% over the same time period. Firn coverage 

entirely disappeared by 2015, as observed during the field trip in August of that year. There was 

a shift in CRHM-modelled discharge contribution from substantial firn melt contributions to 

substantial ice melt contributions between the historical and contemporary model configurations. 
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Results indicate that both annual discharge and ice melt contributions to streamflow increased 

significantly over the study period. Overall, there was a substantial contribution to streamflow 

from glacier melt and wastage in all three model configurations. The envelope of annual mass 

balance was determined to be -9.0 m to -20.3 m water equivalent. The envelope of modelled 

summertime wastage contribution to measured streamflow at the Virginia Falls gauge in the 

South Nahanni River was determined to be 2.9 to 6.0%. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Mountain glaciers are highly sensitive to changes in climate (Kaser et al., 2004; Haeberli et al., 

2007; IPCC, 2013). Glacier coverage has been widely shown to be diminishing around the globe 

in recent years (Zemp et al., 2014). Because glaciers are relatively small bodies of ice, compared 

to ice sheets and ice shelves, they are effective indicators of climate change and demonstrate a 

climate change signal on a human time scale (Zemp et al., 2014). Mountain glaciers and ice caps 

– not including the Greenland or Antarctica ice sheets – are predicted to be the main contributors 

to sea level rise throughout the 21st century (Meier et al., 2007; IPCC, 2013), and glacier 

discharge can have a significant effect on the magnitude and timing of streamflow, with 

significant implications for downstream communities and ecology (Fountain and Tangborn, 

1985; Demuth and Pietroniro, 2003; Petts et al., 2006).  

Glaciers have a diurnal, seasonal, and annual influence on streamflow (Meier and Tangborn, 

1961; Stahl and Moore, 2006). They act as hydrological storage by retaining snowfall in wet, 

cool periods and releasing it as streamflow it in hot, dry periods (Jansson et al., 2003). In this 

way, they regulate seasonal and annual streamflow. Changes to glacier coverage can 

significantly alter discharge (Chen and Ohmura, 1990b). As glacier volume decreases due to 

warming, discharge will initially increase until the volume reaches a certain threshold, at which 

time it will continuously decrease (Braun and Esher-Vetter, 1996; Collins, 2008; IPCC, 2014). 

There is unequivocal evidence of rapid climate change in northern high latitudes, where 

temperature increases are the most severe around the globe (Liu et al., 2007; IPCC, 2013). The 

cryosphere in this region has experienced some of the most rapid changes on Earth (Derksen et 

al., 2012). Glacier change in the Arctic has been widely studied (Hodgkins et al., 2009; Gardner 

et al., 2011; Sharp et al., 2014; etc.); however, there is a lack of research in the northern 

continental interior of Canada. Glaciers of Nahanni National Park Reserve in the Ragged Range 

of the Northwest Territories have been rapidly diminishing over the past three decades (Demuth 

et al., 2014). These headwater glaciers feed the South Nahanni River, which eventually drains 

into the Mackenzie Delta. The effect of glaciers and glacier change on streamflow regimes in the 

northern continental region of Canada is so far unknown. This research will provide a baseline 

analysis of glacier-hydrological regimes in this environmentally significant frontier region. 
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1.1 Scholarly and Societal Relevance  

Scholarly: This is a contribution to scholarly research given the rapid environmental change 

occurring in northern high latitudes and a lack of understanding of the effect of climate change 

on glaciers in this cold continental region. The contribution to global mean sea level rise from 

glaciers has the highest uncertainty of any other contributing component (Figure 1.1). This 

research aims to aid in closing the gap in this uncertainty. 

 

Figure 1.1: Global Mean Sea Level Rise (GMSLR), 1993 – 2010. Data source: Table 13.1, page 

1151 in IPCC WG I (Church et al., 2013). 

Societal: Glaciers are widely recognized to be robust indicators of climate change (IPCC, 2013). 

This research will aid in understanding the progression of climate change in the northern 

continental region of Canada. Such an understanding will contribute to mounting evidence of 

significant climate change in Canada, with implications for the environment and society alike. 

Regional effects of the glaciers of Nahanni National Park Reserve are also significant, as 

perennial snow and ice influence the local climate as well as the ecosystems reliant on the 

characteristics of local rivers (Letréguilly, 1988; Petts et al., 2006). Local wildlife and vegetation 

depend on this climate, and the Dehcho First Nation continues to rely on the land for hunting 

(Parks Canada, 2002).  
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1.2 Purpose and Objectives 

There is unequivocal evidence of rapid climate change in northern latitudes, with average 

temperatures in the Arctic rising at almost twice the global average over the past few decades 

(Liu et al., 2007). Over the past four decades, increasing surface air temperatures in this region 

have led to an accelerating loss of glacier volume (Derksen et al., 2012). It is projected that high 

latitude glaciers will continue to experience the highest ice volume loss (Radić et al., 2013; 

Sharp et al., 2014). A 2008 glacier inventory of the Ragged Range in the Northwest Territories 

showed that regional glacier coverage has decreased by 30% since 1982, with the complete loss 

of 60 glaciers (Demuth et al., 2014). Glaciers influence streamflow on diurnal to decadal 

timescales, and given the significant change in glacier coverage, it is hypothesized this glacier 

loss has influenced streamflow regimes. The purpose of this research is to evaluate how glacier 

cover and glacier change affect streamflow in the northern continental region of Canada.  

Purpose: To evaluate the impact of climate change, reduced glacier cover, and increased ice 

exposure on headwater streamflow generation from the Bologna Glacier. 

Objectives: 

1. Quantify recent changes in glacier configuration and climate. 

2. Calculate the basin water budget and glacier mass balance.  

3. Determine whether there are trends in hydro-meteorological and glaciological variables 

that control streamflow and whether they are influenced by changing glacier 

configuration.  

4. Evaluate how changing glacier configuration affects local and regional basin hydrology.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section provides background information on glaciers and their fluctuations, followed by a 

discussion of the current state of knowledge of glacier hydrology and changing glacier-

hydrological regimes. Methods for evaluating glacier contribution to streamflow are described. 

The review highlights gaps in the literature and provides a foundation for this research. 

 

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 Glaciers and their Fluctuation  

A glacier forms when snow remains in an area without entirely ablating during the warm or dry 

period of the year. The deposition of new seasonal layers year after year will gradually compact 

and compress the underlying layers, transforming them into firn and eventually into ice (Benn 

and Evans, 1998). Firn is transformed into glacier ice when the interconnecting air and water 

passages between grains are compressed, a process called pore close-off (Cuffey and Paterson, 

2010). A region’s climate will determine the process that transforms snow into glacier ice and 

the time it takes for this process to occur (Benn and Evans, 1998). Glaciers gain and lose ice 

mass through multiple processes, including gaining mass through snowfall, blowing snow 

deposition, and avalanching, and losing mass through wind erosion of snow, calving of ice, 

melting, and sublimation (Benn and Evans, 1998; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). A glacier is 

divided into two zones: the accumulation zone in which mass gain exceeds mass loss and the 

ablation zone in which mass loss exceeds mass gain. The two zones are divided by an 

equilibrium line where the mass balance is in equilibrium or zero (Cogley et al., 2011). The 

glacier equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is defined as the average elevation of the equilibrium line, 

where ablation is equal to accumulation (Hoinkes, 1970; Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000; Cuffey and 

Paterson, 2010). 

This layered mass of snow, ice, and firn eventually becomes large enough such that it will 

deform under the force of gravity. Glaciers flow under the influence of gravity by sliding, 

deformation of the ice, and deformation of the glacier bed. Mass is transferred from the 

accumulation zone to the ablation zone by these processes. A glacier is in equilibrium when the 

rate of glacier flow balances the rates of accumulation and ablation (Benn and Evans, 1998). 
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2.1.2 Glacier Wastage and Melt  

Glaciers contribute to streamflow via seasonal snowmelt and glacier melt. These processes are 

often poorly defined in the literature. To understand glacier influence in a basin, it is essential to 

define terminology related to glacier contribution to streamflow and to differentiate the terms 

“wastage” and “melt,” as defined in Comeau et al. (2009). The distinction between the two terms 

is important when considering the potential effects of declining glacier cover on streamflow. The 

derivation of these terms are detailed below, as in Comeau et al. (2009): 

Glacier mass balance, 
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
, can be defined by the inputs and outputs of the system: 

 
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠 −𝑀𝑖 − 𝑆 − 𝑅 (2.1) 

Where 𝑃𝑠 is snowfall; 𝑀𝑠 is snowmelt, 𝑀𝑖 is ice melt, 𝑆 is sublimation, and 𝑅 is losses and/or 

gains due to avalanches, blowing snow redistribution, and ice calving. This equation is simplified 

assuming that (1) sublimation is negligible and (2) that there are no gains or losses from blowing 

snow or avalanching or any losses from ice calving: 

  
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠 −𝑀𝑖 (2.2) 

At the end of a hydrological year (September 30th), the input of snow that remains on the glacier 

(𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠) is added to the glacier system and will metamorphose into firn and eventually ice 

under subsequent layers of new snow, provided it does not melt the following year. If the glacier 

is in equilibrium (
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 0), then: 

 𝑀𝑖 = 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠  when
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 0 (2.3) 

The annual glacier ice melt (𝑀𝑖), is equal to the annual input into the glacier system (𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠). If 

the glacier has positive mass balance (
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
> 0), then: 

 𝑀𝑖 < 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠 when
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
> 0 (2.4) 

Here, annual glacier ice melt is less than the annual input into the glacier system. Melt is 

therefore defined as “the ice melt volume that is equal to, or less than, the water equivalent 
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volume of snow that accumulates into the glacier system in a hydrological year” (Comeau et al. 

2009). If the glacier has negative mass balance (
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
< 0), then: 

 𝑀𝑖 > 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠 when
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
< 0  (2.5) 

Here, annual glacier ice melt is greater than the annual input into the glacier system and the 

annual glacier ice melt includes both melt (𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠) and the additional annual ice melt causing 

the negative net mass balance. Wastage is therefore defined as “the volume of ice melt that 

exceeds the water equivalent annual volume of snow accumulation into the glacier system, 

causing an annual net loss of glacier volume” (Comeau et al. 2009): 

 Wastage =  𝑀𝑖 − (𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠) when 
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
< 0 (2.6) 

 Melt = 𝑃𝑠 −𝑀𝑠 (2.7) 

According to these definitions, a glacier will affect total streamflow in a basin via wastage 

contributions only. Melt will have a significant effect on streamflow timing given that this 

volume of snow is stored in the glacier system until ice melt occurs in late summer months. 

When considering melt as a percentage contribution to streamflow, it can only be evaluated on a 

seasonal, not annual, scale. Similarly, La Frenierre and Mark (2014) defined melt as “water 

generated from melting ice in the ablation area exclusive of glacier mass balance state.” 

An additional significant consequence of ice cover is that glaciers will have localized influences 

on climate which can affect snow accumulation and melt, on and off the glacier (Letréguilly, 

1988; Hannah et al., 2000; Oerlemans, 2010; Petersen and Pellicciotti, 2011). Hannah et al. 

(2000) observed strong topographic controls on the microclimate of the Taillon Glacier in the 

French Pyrénées and that the magnitude and partitions of the energy balance components varied 

widely with time and weather conditions. The presence of ice also affects katabatic wind flow, 

which reduce snowmelt rates on and downwind of the ice. Petersen and Pellicciotti (2011) found 

that katabatic wind flow was the main controller of the temporal and spatial variability of lapse 

rates over the Juncal Norte Glacier in Chile. Under the definitions of wastage and melt, it is 

important to consider the feedback effects of the presence of the glacier itself – the 
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corresponding impact the energy balance and katabatic wind flow will have on glacier 

accumulation and melt. 

 

2.2 Glacier Storage 

Glaciers are natural reservoirs of water that have a significant influence on the hydrology of 

alpine basins over varying time scales. The glacier itself acts as a storage body for water in the 

solid form as ice, firn, and snow, in addition to the storage of water held in snow and firn, 

crevasses, englacial pockets and conduits, supraglacial channels and ponds, subglacial cavities 

and conduits, and basal sediments (Jansson et al., 2003). The various storage capacities of 

glaciers are shown over short, intermediate, and long term timescales in Figure 2.1. These 

storage capacities have significant influence on the storage and release of water and many studies 

have reported on the significant influence of glacier discharge on streamflow ranging from 

diurnal to annual timescales (e.g. Meier and Tangborn, 1961; Fountain and Tangborn, 1985; 

Schuster and Young, 2006). It is essential to understand and quantify the retention and release of 

water by glaciers considering the significant implications for downstream agricultural, domestic, 

and industrial needs as well as determining consequences for sensitive hydroecological 

environments (Chen and Ohmura, 1990b; Petts et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2009). The following 

sections will describe glacier storage on three timescales, with a focus on the impact of storage 

on catchment hydrology.  

 

Figure 2.1: Mechanisms of glacier storage at various time scales (From Jansson et al., 2003, 

reproduced with permission of Elsevier. Copyright © 2003) 
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2.2.1 Long-term Storage 

Glaciers act as storage of water in the form of ice and snow over years, centuries, and longer. 

Variation in climate over these timespans will result in a net storage or release of water (Jansson 

et al., 2003). Glaciers moderate annual runoff volumes by retaining precipitation in cool, wet 

years and releasing flow in warm, dry years (Meier and Tangborn, 1961; Chen and Ohmura, 

1990b). The regulating ability of a glacier produces predictable streamflow downstream of the 

headwaters, the stability of which has implications for water supply, hydroelectric facilities, 

freshwater habitat, and flood hazards (Fleming and Clarke, 2005; Moore et al., 2009). This effect 

is observed even in basins with a lower percentage of glacier cover (Hock et al., 2005).  

Variations in glacier cover have been found to affect the seasonal and annual coefficients of 

variation (CV) of streamflow (Fountain and Tangborn, 1985; Moore, 1992; Demuth and 

Pietroniro, 2003; Fleming and Clarke, 2005). Annual variability is typically lower for glacierized 

basins than for non-glacierized basins (Jansson et al., 2003). Several studies have found that a 

moderate coverage will have the lowest CV and a basin with either higher or lower coverage will 

experience more annual variability (Fountain and Tangborn, 1985; Demuth and Pietroniro, 2003; 

Hock et al., 2005). Chen and Ohmura (1990b) reported that annual glacier runoff variability is at 

a minimum for moderate glacier cover (40%) and increasing or decreasing glacier cover will lead 

to increased variability.  

2.2.2 Intermediate-term Storage 

Seasonal runoff is regulated by a high volume of precipitation stored in winter and released in 

summer (Meier and Tangborn, 1961). This produces a distinctive hydrograph for glacier-fed 

rivers where peak runoff is delayed until late summer (Meier, 1969; Fountain and Tangborn, 

1985). The presence of ice will help retain local and even regional seasonal snow volumes 

further into the melt season compared to non-glacierized basins (Hannah et al., 2000; Oerlemans, 

2010). 

 Glaciers act as regulators of a relatively unlimited supply of meltwater after the snowpack has 

been exhausted (Meier, 1969; Fountain and Tangborn, 1985). During dry summer months, 

glaciers sustain flow, which compensates for a reduction in streamflow from other sources 
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(Radić and Hock, 2014). Even basins with a very low percentage glacier coverage will exhibit 

this pattern in late summer (Stahl and Moore, 2006).  

The rate of meltwater production from glaciers in the summer is primarily controlled by 

incoming solar radiation and the glacier surface albedo (Meier, 1969). The albedo of dry snow is 

roughly 80% whereas firn and clean ice are roughly 50% and 40% respectively (Oerlemans and 

Knap, 1998; Schuster et al., 2006). During May and June, melt rates remain moderate because of 

the high albedo of snow. In July and August, the rising transient snowline exposes firn and 

glacier ice and high melt rates occur due to the lower albedo (Meier, 1969). Because of this, 

glaciers contribute the highest volumes to streamflow in the late summer months. Firn cover has 

also been observed to have a strong influence on melt rates (e.g. Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996). 

Since firn is permeable, it can act as a storage body for precipitation, further delaying runoff 

(Fountain, 1996; Jansson et al., 2003). This storage capacity ceases if the firn pack entirely 

disappears from a glacier’s surface. 

2.2.3 Short-term Storage 

Short-term storage includes volumes of water stored in snow, firn, and en- and subglacial 

storage. This can have a significant effect on the diurnal variations in glacier runoff. Figure 2.2 

shows a typical curve of evolving diurnal variations for Peyto Glacier (Schuster and Young, 

2006). In June and early July, diurnal variations in energy and melt are buffered by the snowpack 

(Fountain, 1996). From mid-July onwards, as radiation and exposed glacier ice area increases, 

the amplitude of the diurnal variation increases (Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996; Schuster and 

Young, 2006). These fluctuations are also a result of the continuously developing drainage 

system, which increases the efficiency with which meltwater is removed from the glacier (Singh 

and Singh, 2001; Schuster and Young, 2006). The combined impact is observed in the diurnal 

cycle of glacier discharge where, as the ablation season progresses, the amplitude of the diurnal 

discharge peaks increases significantly and the timing of the peak shifts (Hock et al., 2005). 

Daily peak discharge can exceed daily minimum discharge by several hundred percent (Hock et 

al., 2005).  
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Figure 2.2: Typical discharge pattern (hourly resolution) for a mountain glacier in the temperate 

latitudes (northern hemisphere), illustrating the evolution of a fully developed diurnal signal 

(adapted from Schuster and Young (2006) by M. N. Demuth, Natural Resources Canada, 

reproduced with permission) 

 

2.3 Impact of Climate Change on Glacier Streamflow 

Climate change can influence the capacity of glaciers to store and release water on all timescales. 

Rapidly increasing temperatures are significant because glacierized basins are most sensitive to 

changes in temperature (Singh et al., 2006), whereas basins with little glacier cover are more 

sensitive to changes in precipitation (Braun et al., 2000; Fleming and Clarke, 2003). However, 

glacier response to climate change is relatively slow, and a glacier’s current configuration 

depends on the conditions of the previous year and, with decreasing influence, the climate 

extending back decades and centuries (Meier, 1969). Glacier response lags current temperature 

increases and glaciers will continue to diminish even with no further climate warming (IPCC, 

2013; Mernild et al. 2013). The primary impact of a warming climate on glacier runoff is initially 

higher melt rates, which causes increased streamflow (Hock et al., 2005). 

In the long term, rising temperatures can cause a decrease in the net volume of a glacier, 

contributing to a transient increase in glacier discharge and an increase in sea level. Glaciers 

comprise a relatively small proportion of the global cryosphere (IPCC, 2013). However, 

numerous studies attribute rising sea levels largely to global glacier and ice sheet mass losses and 

glacier contributions will continue to dominate sea level rise into the next century (Arendt et al., 

2002; Meier et al., 2007; Hock et al., 2009; Radić et al., 2013).  
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On an intermediate term basis, climate change influences regional accumulation and ablation, 

which will affect seasonal contributions to flow. Climate warming in glacierized basins will 

reduce the relative volume of precipitation falling as snow and influence the timing of peak 

runoff towards spring (Demuth and Pietroniro, 2003; Barnett, 2005; IPCC, 2014). There has 

been a well-documented increase in runoff contribution as glaciers experience consecutive 

seasons of high melting followed by sustained discharge decline once a certain threshold of 

glacier contraction is reached (Braun and Esher-Vetter, 1996; Collins, 2008; Comeau et al., 

2009; IPCC, 2014). Many glaciers, including those in the Canadian Cordillera, may have already 

passed this threshold (Demuth and Pietroniro, 2003; Stahl and Moore, 2006; Demuth et al., 2008; 

Marshall et al., 2011). 

Higher melt rates caused by a warming climate can affect the diurnal cycles of glacier discharge 

(e.g. Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996; Schuster et al., 2006). Short term diurnal cycles of glacier 

contributions can be exacerbated by early loss of seasonal snow cover and higher temperatures 

(Lafrenière and Sharp, 2003). Increased exposure of glacier ice, well developed drainage 

channels, and reduced firn and snow cover contribute to these altered regimes (Hock et al., 2005; 

Schuster and Young, 2006). Additional feedback effects further intensify the cycle, as shown in 

Figure 2.3 (Hock et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 2.3: Short term effects of climate warming on glacier discharge (From Hock et al., 2005, 

reproduced with permission of Springer. Copyright © 2005) 
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2.4 Evaluating Glacier Contribution to Streamflow 

Evaluating glacier contribution to streamflow is essential to determine the impact of the presence 

of glaciers in a watershed. It is also increasingly important to understand the effects of glacier 

retreat due to climate change and the corresponding effects on streamflow. Methods for 

estimating the contribution of snowmelt and glacier wastage to streamflow can be grouped into 

five broad categories: direct discharge measurement, glaciological approaches, hydrological 

balance, hydrochemical tracers, and hydrological modelling. It is important to note that not all 

methods can differentiate between glacier melt and wastage. Direct discharge measurement, 

hydrological balance equations, and hydrochemical tracers do not differentiate between glacier 

melt and wastage while glaciological methods (those that include mass balance measurements) 

and hydrological modelling can differentiate between melt and wastage (La Frenierre and Mark, 

2014). Often a combination of techniques are used to provide a comprehensive assessment of a 

glacier-climate system.  

2.4.1 Direct Discharge 

This method measures proglacial streamflow immediately downstream of the glacier and 

compares it to measurements taken further downstream (e.g. Gascoin et al., 2011). While this is 

the simplest method to quantify glacier contribution to streamflow, monitoring presents logistical 

difficulties given potential problems in accessing the glacier tongue and the dynamic channel 

conditions of the proglacial stream (La Frenierre and Mark, 2014). This method assumes that the 

gauge directly downstream of the tongue measures all the glacier meltwater discharge (none is 

lost to groundwater) and that all flow derived from the tongue is of glacial origin. It cannot 

distinguish between melting ice, melting seasonal snow, direct precipitation runoff, or 

groundwater contributions from outside the basin (Gascoin et al., 2011). 

2.4.2 Glaciological 

Glaciological methods attempt to quantify glacier contribution to streamflow by quantifying the 

volume of ice melting from a glacier and determining the proportion of flow downstream derived 

from the glacier (e.g. Demuth et al., 2008). Glacier volume loss can be determined via mass 

balance measurements or remote sensing.  
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The most common way to quantify glacier volume change is with direct mass balance 

measurements (Østrem and Brugman, 1991). Benn and Evans (1998) define glacier mass balance 

as “the difference between gains and losses (expressed in terms of water equivalent) measured 

over a specified time period, usually one year.” The annual mass balance, 𝑏𝑛, is the sum of the 

winter balance, 𝑏𝑤, and summer balance, 𝑏𝑠: 

 𝑏𝑛 = 𝑏𝑤 + 𝑏𝑠 (2.8) 

Specific annual mass balance is the net mass balance at a specific point on a glacier, expressed 

per unit area (Benn and Evans, 1998; Cogley et al., 2011). This can be subdivided into surface, 

englacial, and basal mass balance; however, a fundamental assumption is that the surface balance 

will represent the accumulation and ablation rates of the glacier (Collier, 1958; Cuffey and 

Paterson, 2010).  

Glacier mass balance is a key indicator of climate change as these fluctuations reflect a direct 

response to climate forcing (Demuth and Keller, 2006; Kaser et al., 2006). Fluctuations in the 

advance or retreat of glacier margins can also signify a delayed adjustment and thus glacier 

records can provide both short and long term perspectives on climate change (Dyurgerov and 

Meier, 2000; Demuth and Keller, 2006). Successive years of non-zero mass balances indicate 

climate forcing and increasing differences in successive years signal accelerating change 

(Haeberli et al., 2007). Glacier mass balance measurements have been used extensively to 

attempt to quantify streamflow regime changes (e.g. Moore and Demuth, 2001; Demuth and 

Pietroniro, 2003).  

This method has some limitations given that mass balance and discharge monitoring programs 

are rarely simultaneous (Hock et al., 2005). Mass balance measurements tend to be sparse and 

relatively brief, especially in the Arctic and at high elevations (Agnew et al. 2002). 

Measurements have been extrapolated to characterize glacier volume change in an entire 

watershed (e.g. Hopkinson and Young, 1998; Demuth et al., 2008; Huss et al., 2011). Fleming 

and Clarke (2003) note that “mass balance is not a comprehensive and unique descriptor of the 

potential streamflow effects of glacioclimatic variability.” For example, an increased amplitude 

in the mass balance cycle (resulting in no net change to ice mass) may increase streamflow 

generation. Additionally, a focus on mass balance–proglacial runoff relationships may exclude 
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streamflow contributions that are non-glacial including groundwater, vegetation, lake, and 

wetland cover, and precipitation runoff.  

An additional drawback of using measurements from direct mass balance studies to assess 

hydrological contributions is that measurements tend to be sparsely distributed and 

geographically biased (Mernild et al., 2013). This results in a bias of global glacier mass balance 

measurements toward small glaciers instead of those containing the most ice (Cogley and 

Adams, 1998; WGMS, 1998). However, this bias is being reduced as a result of the World 

Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS) and Global Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) 

collaborating with observing practitioners and stakeholders (M. N. Demuth, WGMS Canadian 

National Correspondent, personal communication).   

Remote sensing techniques can be used to estimate changes in glacier volume, from which 

glacier mass can be determined based on an assumption of surface densities. This method is 

referred to as the geodetic technique (Cogley et al., 2011). This technique has been successful 

because many glaciers currently exhibit high ice exposure, meaning that any changes in volume 

can easily translate to mass loss. The geodetic (mass balance) method proves to be an 

advantageous technique because the spatial and temporal scale of analysis may be larger than 

that of the direct, or glaciological, method of measuring mass balance. The unique spectral 

properties of snow and ice allow for accurate delineation of glaciers; however, debris covered ice 

can introduce higher complexity (Quincey et al., 2014). Multi-temporal satellite digital elevation 

models (DEMs), including the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (STRM) and Advanced 

Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) have been used to estimate 

elevation changes of glaciers, which can indicate changes in thickness and size (Paul and 

Haeberli, 2008; Radić et al., 2013). These methods tend to produce low-quality DEMs, which 

can be related to historical DEMs (e.g. Khromova et al., 2003; Bolch et al., 2008; Svobodo and 

Paul, 2009) but they are not suitable for inter-annual change detection (M. N. Demuth, personal 

communication). Glacier hypsometry has been detected using airborne light detection and 

ranging (LiDAR) technologies (Hopkinson and Demuth, 2006; Hopkinson et al., 2010). Remote 

sensing images are frequently used to delineate historical and contemporary glacier boundaries 

(e.g. DeBeer and Sharp, 2007; Demuth et al., 2008; Kargel et al., 2014).  
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Many studies have used remotely sensed data along with empirical volume-area scaling 

relationships to attempt to quantify the volume of ice wastage. This method has been widely 

applied in the Canadian Cordillera (e.g. DeBeer and Sharp, 2007; Demuth et al., 2008; Comeau 

et al., 2009; Barrand and Sharp, 2010; Marshall et al., 2011). Volume-area scaling uses an 

empirical scaling equation based on glacier area to determine glacier volume. Chen and Ohmura 

(1990a) performed volume-area scaling in the early 1990s for which Bahr et al. (1997, 2015) 

later provided the physical basis. Glacier volume, 𝑉 (106 m3), of an alpine valley glacier is 

related to its area, 𝐴 (106 m2), by: 

 𝑉 = 𝑐𝐴𝛾 (2.9) 

The scaling parameters 𝑐 and 𝛾 are equal to 28.5 and 1.375 (for valley glaciers), respectively, 

calibrated on world-wide observations of glaciers (Chen and Ohmura, 1990a; Bahr et al., 1997). 

These values are considered to be global averages (Chen and Ohmura, 1990a) and caution should 

be used when applying these empirical relationships (Marshall et al., 2011). For example, the 

highly erodible limestone and dolstone that dominates the Canadian Rocky Mountains results in 

higher glacier volumes for a given observed area-wise change (M. N. Demuth, personal 

communication). The relationship was originally derived empirically, though the value of γ has 

been supported in the derivation of the parameter from the underlying physics in Bahr et al. 

(1997, 2015). The dimensionless scaling coefficient, c, cannot be derived and is more sensitive, 

therefore it can be regionally adjusted (Clarke et al., 2009). One caution of using a subset of the 

global parameters for c is that the accuracy of the scaling relationship is also a function of the 

size of the sample used in estimating the scaling parameters. Therefore, limitations exist for 

using a scaling relationship calibrated with local parameters (Farinotti and Huss, 2013). The 

scaling parameter can vary by glacier, region, time, slope, climate parameters, or other factors 

and the error in the calculated volume is proportional to the error in the scaling parameter (Bahr 

et al., 2015). Arendt et al. (2006) used a subset of all nontidewater glaciers to find a value for c, 

and discussed the limitations of the method in applying the equation to a single glacier. Barrand 

and Sharp (2010) calculated the volume of an ensemble of Yukon glaciers using various values 

of c  from the literature including Chen and Ohmura (1990a), Bahr et al. (1997), Arendt et al. 

(2006), and DeBeer and Sharp (2007) and found that the resulting volume estimates varied by up 

to 44%.  
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Estimates of glacier volume and volume change using volume-area scaling can be over or 

underestimated due to errors in glacier surface area measurement and in the scaling relationship 

itself (DeBeer and Sharp, 2007; Demuth et al., 2008; Marshall et al., 2011). Area estimation 

depends on the accuracy with which glacier margins can be identified given image resolution, 

snow conditions, contrast between ice and surrounding terrain, and debris-covered ice (DeBeer 

and Sharp, 2007). Caution should be used when applying the relationship to individual glaciers; 

Meier et al. (2007) estimate an error of 50% in applying the relationship to a single ice mass. 

High error for individual glaciers can be a result of complex eroded bed topography or unusual 

ice flow regimes (Marshall et al., 2011). This error is reduced to approximately 25% in applying 

the relationship globally or regionally to an ensemble of glaciers (Meier et al., 2007). Similarly, 

Marshall et al. (2011) found errors up to 57% for individual glaciers but obtained “reasonable 

results” for an ensemble. The scaling relationship applied to a large glacier population, should 

reduce the uncertainty since “the error associated with the regression equation for Bahr et al.’s 

power law is randomly distributed” (Demuth et al., 2008). Farinotti and Huss (2013) determined 

that an appropriate population is several hundred glaciers for “recovery of the true total volume 

within 40%.” This population size is also appropriate for determining volume change of a glacier 

population between two time points. For comparing volume change over a period of time, it is 

assumed that the scaling parameters do not vary over time (Farinotti and Huss, 2013).  

2.4.3 Hydrological Balance 

This method quantifies components of the water balance equation to determine glacier melt from 

discharge. The water balance equation for a glacierized watershed is: 

 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑃 − 𝐸 − 𝐺𝑊 + 𝛥𝑆 + 𝛥𝐺 (2.10) 

Where 𝑄𝑡 is total proglacial discharge, 𝑃 is precipitation, 𝐸 is evaporation and/or sublimation, 

𝐺𝑊 is groundwater recharge, 𝛥𝑆  is the change in storage resulting from changes in surface water 

and sub-surface storage (that is not groundwater), and 𝛥𝐺 represents snow storage changes from 

perennial snow patches (not on a glacier), and gain (snowpack converting to firn) or loss of 

glacier ice volume (Mark and Seltzer, 2003). 
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2.4.4 Hydrological Modelling 

Modelling of glacier hydrology has significantly contributed to understanding the processes of 

glacier hydrology and the effects of climate change on glacier change (Hock and Jansson, 2005). 

All hydrological models require some form of hydroclimatic and spatial data, as well as 

parameters to govern the algorithms used by the model. Glacier models require glaciological data 

to describe the glacier within the model. Parameters can be determined from deductive, 

inductive, or abductive reasoning (Pomeroy et al., 2013). The deductive approach uses measured 

values from the basin to derive parameters. The inductive approach uses calibration against 

discharge measurements to determine parameters. The abductive approach assigns parameters 

from a similar basin where there exists a wider body of data to draw from. Data availability and 

the type of model determines what system of parameterization is used, and often a combination 

of these methods is used to parameterize the model. The spatial distribution of models can be 

lumped, distributed, or semi-distributed (Pomeroy et al., 2016). Lumped models have low spatial 

resolution and typically use a single set of parameters to represent an entire basin. Semi-

distributed models group landscape classifications and resolve hydrological processes given 

specific parameters for each classification type. Fully distributed models use a gridded 

representation of the landscape to resolve hydrological processes for each cell, transferring mass 

and energy between the cells. Hydrological models can be categorized into two types: conceptual 

models and physically based models.  

Conceptual models use a set of statistics and calibration to represent hydrological processes. 

These models tend to be more simplistic, requiring less input data, but are prone to equifinality, 

where different sets of parameters can lead to the same modelled result (Beven and Freer, 2001). 

Because they use empirical relationships, conceptual models cannot be easily transferred in time 

or space. A common conceptual model used in modelling glaciers is the temperature-index 

model (sometimes called the degree day model). Temperature-index models use an empirical 

relationship between air temperatures and melt rates to quantify melt in a basin (Ohmura, 2001; 

Hock, 2003). These models were initially the most widely used technique for calculating snow 

and ice melt because air temperature measurements are prevalent and relatively simple to 

interpolate and forecast (Hock, 2005). A limitation of conceptual models is that there are often 

no measurements to calibrate the temperature index, making these models inappropriate for 

remote areas due to the uncertainty in the parameters. This type of model is also inappropriate 
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for studying the effects of changes in climate on glacier energy balance and discharge since the 

empirical relationships cannot be determined for future climates. Most importantly, the 

temperature-index relationship is not derived from physical processes. Net radiation, not 

temperature, is the primary energy source for melt (Wendler and Weller 1974), which means that 

the temperature-index model is inherently flawed. However, this type of model has been widely 

applied in glacier modelling for multiple purposes: Oerlemans et al. (1998) modelled glacier 

mass balance, Braithwaite and Zhang (1999) modelled glacier snow and ice response to climate 

change, and numerous operational runoff models have been developed including the HBV model 

(Bergström, 1976), the UBC model (Quick and Pipes, 1977), and the HYMET model (Tangborn, 

1984). Jost et al., (2012) applied the HBV-EC hydrological model, which uses a temperature-

index snowmelt algorithm, to determine the contribution of glacier runoff to streamflow in the 

upper Columbia River basin. 

Physically based models use governing physical principals to represent hydrological processes. 

They typically require more input data but can produce results with a high temporal resolution 

and low uncertainty. Physically based models have a limited need for calibration, which makes 

them ideal for applications in ungauged basins (Pomeroy et al., 2007). These models are also 

capable of producing results at a much higher time step than conceptual models (e.g. sub-daily, 

hourly). This is essential for some glacier investigations because glaciers can have a drastic 

effect on the amplitude of discharge due to the diurnal melt cycles prevalent in glacierized 

basins. Physically based models can also provide higher spatial resolution. This is an important 

consideration in glacier modelling as there is often high spatial heterogeneity in alpine 

glacierized basins in terms of both glacier cover and diverse topography (Hock et al., 2005). 

Physically based glacier models are often based on calculating the energy balance of the glacier 

to determine glacier melt (e.g. Holmgren, 1971; Escher-Vetter, 1985). More recently, Sicart et al. 

(2011) used a distributed energy balance model at the Zongo Glacier in Bolivia to analyze 

seasonal variations in mass balance and meltwater discharge. Naz et al. (2014) used a spatially 

distributed hydrologic model with glacier dynamics and determined that the effect of glacier 

decline on streamflow response in the upper Bow River basin was significant. 

Uncertainty in hydrological modelling stems from numerous sources: errors in the applicability 

of the model structure and governing equations, errors in parameters, and insufficient input 
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glaciological or climate data. Uncertainty in modelling can be evaluated by determining 

parameter sensitivity. Another common problem with many glacier hydrology models is the 

tendency to hold glacier area constant throughout the model run. Many models also lack glacier 

dynamics to move glacier ice from the accumulation to the ablation zone. While some glacier 

models with ice dynamics have been developed (e.g. MacGregor et al., 2000; Le Meur and 

Vincent, 2003; Kessler et al., 2006), they have not been coupled with hydrological models and 

therefore cannot be applied to partially glacierized basins.  The lack of ice dynamics can be a 

significant problem in glacier modelling as changing glacier area and ice-firn configuration has 

been shown to have a significant effect on basin discharge over time.  

 

2.5 Gaps in Literature  

Given the unequivocal evidence for advanced warming in northern regions and the global 

recognition of the importance of water resources (IPCC, 2014), there is a fundamental need to 

evaluate the impact of climate on streamflow trends northern regions (e.g. Spence, 2002). 

Mountain glaciers have been shown to be key indicators of climatic variability as they are highly 

sensitive to small changes in climate on a relatively small timescale (Oerlemans, 1989; Cogley 

and Adams, 1998; Kaser et al., 2004; Haeberli et al., 2007). Climate change has critical 

consequences for glacier-fed rivers including the potential for a permanent decrease in runoff 

due a reduction in glacier size, which limits meltwater contributions and increases variability in 

seasonal and annual runoff (Braun and Esher-Vetter, 1996; Collins, 2008; Comeau et al., 2009; 

IPCC, 2014). A geographically diverse network is needed to provide broad insight into the 

impact of glacier-climate relationships on downstream hydrology and ecology (Agnew et al., 

2002). The impact of glaciers and glacier change on streamflow in the northern continental 

region of Canada remains unknown. The study of this region will provide insight into these 

potentially shifting regimes and will contribute to a more complete representation of glacier 

change in Canada. 
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3 METHODS  

A framework of the methods for this project is shown in Figure 3.1. A hydrological model was 

implemented for the Bologna Glacier basin. The model was driven with meteorological data 

spatially and temporally downscaled from atmospheric reanalyses. Spatial delineation of the 

basin used remote sensing products and field observations. The model – parameterized using 

field observations and past studies on similar basins – was run over a 36 year period 

(hydrological years 1980 – 2015) under three glacier configurations (1984, 2014, 2015). An 

additional analysis used satellite imagery and field observations to illustrate how the glacier 

surface coverage evolved over 30 years (1984 – 2015). Model output was assessed for temporal 

trends over the study period and a water budget and mass balance were calculated for the three 

model configurations. An analysis determined whether there are teleconnections of temperature, 

precipitation, and model output with large scale atmospheric patterns. The numerical analysis for 

this project fully utilized tools in the R package “CRHMr” by Shook (2016a).  
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Figure 3.1: Methods framework for this study 
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3.1 Study Area 

Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR), NWT is located in the Mackenzie River basin, 

approximately 350 km west of Fort Simpson (Figure 3.2). The Park is a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site, with a globally unique landscape and intrinsic ecological value, and is a travel area 

for the Dene Nation (Parks Canada, 2004; Demuth et al., 2014). The Park covers 30,055 km2 and 

ranges from 180 to 2773 m elevation, covering a large portion of the Greater Nahanni Ecosystem 

(GNE).  

 

Figure 3.2: Location of the Bologna Glacier within Nahanni National Park Reserve and the 

Greater Nahanni Ecosystem 
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The cold continental climate of this region has long winters and high snowfall at the upper 

elevations (Halliwell and Catto, 2003), which feeds large icefields and hundreds of small glaciers 

in the Ragged Range (Demuth et al., 2014). These glaciers make up the headwaters of the South 

Nahanni River, a tributary to the Liard River. The Liard River flows northeast to join the 

Mackenzie River at Fort Simpson, flowing north and eventually emptying into the Beaufort Sea 

and the Arctic Ocean. The region had no glacier studies prior to the inventories by Demuth et al. 

(2014) and mass balance studies established in 2007. Mentions of glaciers of the Ragged Range 

in the literature are scarce (Bostock, 1948; Demuth, 1998; Williams and Ferrigno, 2002). 

Demuth et al. (2014) conducted a glacier inventory and change detection analysis of glaciers of 

the Ragged Range, comparing coverage in 1982 to 2008; 263 glaciers were delineated for change 

detection. Glaciers occupied approximately 262 km2 in 1982, and coverage decreased by roughly 

30 percent to 184 km2 in 2008. The largest icefield in this region is the Brintnell-Bologna 

Icefield, with an area of 28.5 km2.  

The Bologna Glacier, shown in Figure 3.3, is located at 62°N, 128°W and is one of the two main 

outlet glaciers of the Brintnell-Bologna Icefield. It is currently the only glacier in the region with 

in situ monitoring. The glacier is 16 km2 in size. The relief is 800 m and the aspect is primarily 

north-northwest facing. Mean annual temperature is -6.5°C and total annual precipitation 

averages 600 mm water equivalent over the past 36 years. These values were determined from 

the corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses to be described in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.4 shows that the 

glacier mass balance was negative in the first two years of measurement, consistent with mass 

balance measurements throughout the Cordillera (Demuth et al., 2017). Additional images of the 

study site can be found in Appendix E. 
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Figure 3.3: Bologna Glacier (reproduced with the permission of Margaret J. Demuth, 2006) 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Regional annual glacier mass balance for northwestern America, 1957-2015.  

Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval.  Available measurements for the 

Bologna Glacier are superimposed (reproduced with the permission of M. N. Demuth, 

Natural Resources Canada). 
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3.1.1 Field Data 

3.1.1.1 Mass Balance Data 

Mass balance observations for the Bologna Glacier exist for 2006, 2007, and 2015. Figure 3.5 

shows the distribution of mass balance stakes over the Bologna Glacier.  

 

Figure 3.5: Mass balance stake locations on the Bologna Glacier (reproduced with the 

permission of M. N. Demuth, Natural Resources Canada, 2015) 

3.1.1.2 Meteorological Station Data 

Two automatic weather stations (AWS) were installed in August of 2014 (Figure 3.6): University 

of Saskatchewan installed an AWS on the Nunatak surrounded by the glacier (Nunatak Station) 

and University of Victoria installed an AWS in the ablation zone of the glacier (Ice Station). The 

station positions are shown in an oblique view photograph shown in Figure 3.7. The Ice Station 

is 375 m northeast of the Nunatak Station and 51 m lower than the Nunatak Station. Both are 

situated near the central flowline of the glacier, at roughly the midpoint between the highest and 

lowest elevation. The Nunatak Station sits at the downstream point of an exposed rocky peak. It 

is subject to high winds and slight shading from the peak of the Nunatak. The Ice Station is 

situated on the glacier ice in the ablation zone with little shading from surrounding terrain. 
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Both stations experienced some degree of malfunction in their first year of operation. Problems 

with the power supply for the Nunatak Station caused the station to suspend logging in February 

of 2015. Ice melt and anchoring problems let to the partial collapse of the Ice Station in July of 

2015. Both stations were repaired during the August 2015 field campaign and continue to collect 

observations. The Ice Station has telemetry; therefore, the observations are readily available. The 

Nunatak Station observations must be downloaded directly from the station. Station details are 

given in Table 3.1.  

  

Figure 3.6: Nunatak (L) and Ice (R) Stations (reproduced with the permission of May 

Guan, 2015) 

 

Figure 3.7: Ice and Nunatak Station locations on the Bologna Glacier (reproduced 

with the permission of Margaret J. Demuth, 2006) 

Nunatak Station 

Ice Station 
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Table 3.1: Specifications for the Nunatak and Ice AWS Stations 

 Nunatak Station Ice Station 

Location 62°2’ N 128°0’W  62°2’ N 128°0’W  

Elevation 2159 m   2108 m   

Period August 2014 – February 2015  August 2014 – July 2015, August 2015 – June 2016  

Total Months  6  24  

Frequency  15 Minute, Daily  Hourly  

Measurements 2.5 m temperature and relative 

humidity 

Rotronic HC-S3-XT 1.4 m/4.3 m/9.2 m temperature 

and relative humidity 

Rotronic HC-S3-XT-L 

 2.9 m wind speed and direction R. M. Young 05130AP-10 1.4 m/4.3 m/9.2 m wind speed and 

direction 

R. M. Young 05103AP-10-L 

 Snow depth Campbell Scientific SR50A Incoming and outgoing radiation Kipp & Zonen CNR4-L 

 Incoming shortwave radiation Apogee CS300 Surface temperature Apogee SI-111-L 

 Tipping bucket rain gauge Texas Electronics TR-525M Snow depth Campbell Scientific SR50A 

 20 cm/100 cm snow temperature Campbell Scientific Type E 

Thermocouple 

Tipping bucket rain gauge Texas Electronics TE525M-L 

   Multi-level temperature probe Campbell Scientific 109AM-L 

   Snow water equivalent sensor Campbell Scientific CS725 

   Barometric Pressure Sensor Vaisala CS106 
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Station observations were compared to determine whether there is a correlation between the two 

datasets. Discrepancies can either demonstrate the differences in microclimate between the two 

stations or indicate instrumentation malfunction. Figure 3.8 shows regressions of the Ice Station 

observations and Nunatak Station observations for temperature, vapour pressure, wind speed, 

and incoming shortwave (SW) radiation for the period of time when both stations were logging 

(August 2014 to February 2015). The 15-minute Nunatak Station observations were resolved 

into hourly observations and these values were compared to the hourly Ice Station observations. 

Vapour pressure was converted from relative humidity using air temperature. Because the wind 

speed measurements were at different heights (Table 3.1), the 9.2 m Ice Station wind speed was 

converted to a 2.9 m wind speed, matching that of the Nunatak Station. The Ice Station had a 

mast with three measurement heights, which were used to calculate the aerodynamic roughness 

height, z0, of the glacier in the ablation zone (Appendix A). The aerodynamic roughness height 

was found to be 3x10-3 m, which is consistent with the literature (Van den Broeke, 1997; Smeets 

et al., 2008; Sicart et al. 2014). It is evident that there is good agreement between the Ice and 

Nunatak Station temperature and relative humidity. Wind speed at the Nunatak Station is higher 

than that of the Ice Station, consistent with field observations. Incoming shortwave radiation is 

higher at the Nunatak Station than the Ice Station. Observed rainfall from the tipping bucket 

gauges were compared as cumulative values, as shown in Figure 3.9, in a double mass curve. 

The double mass method uses a fixed proportion derived from comparing two cumulative 

variables over the same time period (Searcy and Hardison, 1950). The Ice Station appears to 

catch more rain. Figure 3.9 shows that the slope of the double mass curve is not constant. This 

change in slope is most likely due to the limited quantity of observations from the Nunatak 

station as it collected very little summer data (August and September 2014). There were no 

instrumentation changes and the record did not extend over multiple seasons so the slope change 

cannot be explained by seasonality. 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of Ice Station and Nunatak Station hourly observations (August 

2014 to February 2015)  for (a) temperature; (b) vapour pressure; (c) wind speed; and 

(d) incoming shortwave radiation 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.9: Double mass curve for Ice and Nunatak Station Rainfall (August 2014 to 

February 2015) 

 

3.1.1.3 Surveying Data 

Delineating glacier margins from digital imagery is dependent on the accuracy with which 

glacier margins can be identified and digitized: a function of image resolution, snow conditions, 

and the contrast between ice and adjacent terrain (DeBeer and Sharp, 2007). Cloud cover and 

shadows can obscure ice margins, increasing error. Debris-covered ice can obscure identification 

of the true ice margin; however, differences in illumination at the glacier margins can assist in 

delineating the boundary (Demuth et al., 2008).  

By surveying the Bologna Glacier margins in the field, it was apparent that the margin of the 

glacier is differentiable from the surrounding terrain, even when the ice cover is darker due to 

slight coverage from glacial till, fine debris, or algae. Margins were surveyed using rapid-static 

Global Positioning System (GPS) techniques and were differentially corrected with respect to a 

base station location. The base station position was determined using Natural Resources 

Canada’s (NRCan) Precise Point Positioning online service. The surveying base station and 

roaming antenna shown are in Figure 3.10. Twenty-eight locations were surveyed for their 

position and elevation. Horizontal accuracy was within 0.020 m and vertical accuracy was within 

Regression 
1:1 
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0.040 m, at 95% confidence. Locations surveyed included the AWS locations, mass balance 

stake locations, and current glacier margins. Sites were selected such that they would be 

recognizable from remote sensing imagery. 

 

  

Figure 3.10: GPS base station (L); surveying the margins (R) (reproduced with the permission of 

M. N. Demuth, Natural Resources Canada, 2015) 

 

 

3.2 Meteorological Record 

A long term meteorological record at the Bologna Glacier was required to run the model. The 

AWS stations provide observations starting in late 2014, which is insufficient to test for long 

term temporal trends in driving meteorology and glacier-hydrological variables. To construct a 

meteorological record, a gridded reanalysis product was chosen. This product was tested for 

accuracy in high-elevation northern locations to determine whether it could adequately capture 

local weather conditions in settings similarly situated to the Bologna Glacier. Once the validity 

of the product was verified, the reanalyses were spatially and temporally downscaled to best 

represent meteorological conditions at the Bologna Glacier.  
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3.2.1 Regional Stations 

The closest high-elevation northern stations to the Bologna Glacier are those at Tungsten, NWT 

and Macmillan Pass, YT. Each location has an Environment Canada (EC) station and Macmillan 

Pass also has a station set up by Yukon Government (YG). Station details and proximity to the 

Bologna Glacier are given in Table 3.2. The R package for downloading and extracting 

Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) meteorological observations, “MSCr” by Shook 

(2015), was used to extract data from the Environment Canada Historical Data archive 

(http://climate.weather.gc.ca). The Yukon Government observations were retrieved from the 

Water Resources Branch in the Department of Environment (Tyler Williams, personal 

communication). The Tungsten station is situated at a mine site in a wide valley. The Macmillan 

Pass stations are both situated in a high-elevation site near the Macmillan Pass air strip. The 

precipitation gauge at the Macmillan Pass YG station is a stand pipe with a pressure transducer. 

It does not have a wind shield but is surrounded by sparse, low vegetation which should reduce 

wind-induced undercatch. While the mouth of the standpipe is wide, snow capping occurs under 

certain conditions, which prevents accurate snowfall measurements, as shown in Figure 3.11. 

The precipitation gauge at the Macmillan Pass EC station was a Belfort potentiometric weighing 

gauge with an Alter shield, which was then replaced by a first generation OTT Pluvio with an 

Alter shield on September 29, 2002 (Bob Kochtubajda, personal communication). The 

Macmillan Pass EC site is shown in Figure 3.12. Specifications for the other instrumentation at 

these sites could not be located. 
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Figure 3.11: Stand pipe precipitation gauge at the Macmillan Pass Yukon Government station 

under snow capping conditions (reproduced with the permission of Yukon Government) 

 

Figure 3.12: Macmillan Pass Environment Canada Station, 1999 (reproduced with the 

permission of Bob Kochtubajda) 
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Table 3.2: Station details for Macmillan Pass, YK and Tungsten, NWT 

Station 

Name 

Climate ID Location Elevation  Distance 

from 

Bologna 

Glacier 

Vertical 

Elevation 

Difference 

from Nunatak 

Station 

Variables Available Time Step Years of 

Record 

 

Macmillan 

Pass EC 

2100693 63°14’ N 

130°02’W 

1379 m 164 km -780 m Temperature Hourly 1998-present  

      Dew point temperature Hourly   

      Relative humidity Hourly   

      Wind speed and 

direction 

Hourly   

      Pressure Hourly   

      Precipitation Daily 

 

 

  

Macmillan 

Pass YG 

N/A 63°14’ N 

130°02’W 

1379 m 164 km -780 m  Temperature Hourly to 3-Hourly 2007-present   

      Precipitation Daily 1995-present  

Tungsten EC 22003922 61°57’N 

128°15’W 

1143 m 12 km -1016 m Temperature Daily 1966-1990  

      Precipitation  Daily   
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3.2.1.1 Wind Undercatch Corrections 

Wind undercatch of solid and mixed precipitation is one of the highest contributors to gauging 

errors (Goodison et al., 1998). Undercatch corrections for the precipitation observations at 

Macmillan Pass and Tungsten were made where possible. Table 3.3 shows the gauges and 

shields used at the stations. The gauge and shield type for Tungsten could not be found. It was 

determined that a correction was not required for the Belfort gauge at Macmillan Pass because 

prior to 2003, 71% of the precipitation observations were missing and therefore the observations 

prior to 2003 were eliminated from this analysis. Details of the undercatch correction equations 

can be found in Appendix A.  

Table 3.3: Gauge and shield types for the Macmillan Pass and Tungsten meteorological stations 

and corresponding undercatch corrections 

Station Date Gauge / Shield Undercatch Correction 

Macmillan Pass EC 1998 – 2002 Belfort potentiometric 

weighing gauge with 

Alter shield 

Not required (not 

included in analysis as too 

much data is missing) 

Macmillan Pass EC 2002 – present OTT Pluvio1 with Alter 

shield 

See Appendix A 

Macmillan Pass YG 1995 – present  Stand pipe with pressure 

transducer, no shield 

See Appendix A 

Tungsten 1966 – 1990  Unknown None 

 

3.2.1.2 Precipitation Analysis 

Table 3.4 shows the significant quantity of precipitation observations that are missing from the 

Macmillan Pass records: 41% from the 18 year EC record and 34% from the 20 year YG record. 

This high percentage of missing observations is problematic for comparisons with reanalyses. 

For the EC station, years where there was greater than 25% of the observations missing were 

removed from the analysis, leaving six years for analysis. For the YG station, there were a 

significant portion of observations missing from many years, therefore the EC observations 

(corrected for wind-induced undercatch) were used to infill missing YG observations. This 

reduced the percentage of missing observations and left six years for analysis.  
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Table 3.4: Missing precipitation observations from Macmillan Pass and Tungsten stations 

Station Years of Record Percent of Original 

Precipitation 

Observations Missing 

Years used for analysis 

(<25% of observations 

missing) 

Macmillan Pass EC 1998-2015 41% 2003-2005, 2011-2013 

Macmillan Pass YG 1995-present 

(precipitation) 

34% 2003, 2005, 2010-2013  

Tungsten EC 1966-1990 6% of 1980 to 1990 

(overlap with ERA-

Interim) 

1980-1990 

 

 

3.2.2 Atmospheric Reanalyses 

Atmospheric reanalysis combines observations with a meteorological forecast model to produce 

gridded datasets of atmospheric variables with a high temporal resolution. It is a useful tool for 

acquiring long term meteorological records for applications in hydrological modelling, especially 

in remote, data-sparse locations (Krogh et al., 2015; Trubilowicz et al., 2016). The product 

chosen for this project had to meet the following constraints: (i) the product must include 

observations overlapping the time period of the AWS stations; (ii) the product must be available 

at northern latitudes; and (iii) the data must be available at a sub-daily time step. This eliminated 

several products available for southern latitudes with data extending only into the 1990s and 

early 2000s including Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) from the National Centers for 

Environmental Protection (NCEP), several of the ECMWF products: ERA-15, ERA-20, ERA40, 

and products from Water and Global Change (WATCH) including WFD and WFDEI. The final 

products under consideration were ERA-Interim and North American Reanalysis (NARR) from 

NCEP. Metadata of the main products considered can be found in Appendix B. ERA-Interim is 

available at a resolution of 0.125 by 0.125 degrees, which, at the latitude of the study site (62°N), 

translates to a spatial resolution of 14 km in the north-south direction and 6.5 km in the east-west 

direction. NARR is available at a resolution of 32 km. Accessibility was also considered when 

selecting a product. ERA-Interim is readily available online by selecting the required time period 

and variables and can be unpacked using the R package “Reanalysis” by Shook (2016b). NARR 

data are cumbersome to download: the user can download one variable for an entire year for all 
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of North America or download all data types for three hours for all of North America. This 

structure is not easily applicable for the scale of modelling in this project. 

ERA-Interim was selected as it is has been shown to be relatively successful in applications 

requiring hydrometric data (Betts et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2012; Krogh et al., 2015; Vuichard 

and Papale, 2015). It is also relatively easy to acquire and unpack for analysis. After some early 

testing of the product, it proved to be relatively accessible and showed good results in initial 

comparisons to field observations (Section 3.2.2.1).  

The European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis 

(ERA-Interim) is a global atmospheric reanalysis starting in 1979 and is updated continuously to 

present day (Dee et al., 2011). ERA-Interim offers a wide variety of parameters for the surface of 

the earth at a three-hour time step. Daily surface data were retrieved from the ECMWF website 

(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc) in Network Common Data 

Format (NetCDF). ERA-Interim data assimilation and forecast method produces four analyses 

per day at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC and two ten day forecasts per day, initialized 

from the analyses at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC (Berrisford et al., 2011). The combination of the 

analyses and forecasts allow for the retrieval of three hour data. The R package “Reanalysis” was 

used to extract the data from the package (Shook, 2016b) for the variables in Table 3.5. To 

spatially downscale the gridded product, the grid point nearest to the selected station location 

was chosen. Temperature, dew point temperature, and 10 metre wind speed are instantaneous, 

varying, surface, and single level parameters, and were acquired at a three hour interval. Linear 

interpolation was used to acquire the hourly values for each parameter. Total precipitation and 

downward surface solar radiation are forecasted accumulated, surface, single level parameters. 

These variables are produced in three-hourly accumulated variables which needed to be de-

accumulated to acquire total three hour precipitation. Three-hourly total precipitation was re-

accumulated into total daily precipitation. For hourly radiation, the disaggregated three-hourly 

values are interpolated hourly values based on the extra-terrestrial hourly radiation using the 

package “Reanalysis” (Shook, 2016b).   

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc
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Table 3.5: Meteorological variables extracted for ERA-Interim at 3-hourly 

intervals for 1979-2015 

Parameter Units Variable Name 

10 m eastward wind 

component 

m s-1 u10 

10 m northward wind 

component 

m s-1 v10 

2 m temperature K t2m 

2 m dewpoint temperature K d2m 

Downward surface solar 

radiation 

J m-2 ssrd 

Total precipitation m water tp 

 

The horizontal and vertical distances from the reanalysis locations to the station locations are 

shown in Table 3.6. A DEM was used to determine the vertical distance from the reanalysis 

location to the actual station elevations. It was necessary to compare the actual elevation to the 

simulated elevation to see whether there were large discrepancies between the two. ERA-Interim 

uses the DEM Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation (GTOPO30) (Dee et al., 2011). The DEM was 

acquired from the USGS (https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/GTOPO30) via the USGS EarthExplorer 

(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov) on October 26, 2015 in a GeoTIFF file format. The DEM was 

completed in 1996 and has a resolution of 435 m in the east-west direction and 930 m in the 

north-south direction at the Bologna Glacier. The product is specified at a vertical accuracy of 30 

m at 90% confidence (GTOPO30 supporting documentation). 

  

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/GTOPO30
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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Table 3.6: Proximity of each station location to the nearest reanalysis grid point 

Station Station 

Elevation 

Location of 

Nearest 

Reanalysis 

Location 

Horizontal 

Distance from 

Station to 

Nearest 

Reanalysis 

Location 

Elevation of 

Nearest 

Reanalysis 

Location 

Vertical 

Distance from 

Station to 

Reanalysis 

Location 

Bologna 

Nunatak Station 

2159 m 62.125°N 

128.000°E 

1419 m 2007 m 152 m 

Bologna Ice 

Station 

2108 m 62.125°N 

128.000°E 

1048 m 2007 m 101 m 

Macmillan Pass 

EC/YG 

1379 m 63.250°N 

130.000°E 

2517 m 1498 m 119 m 

Tungsten 1143 m 62.000°N 

128.250°E 

5570 m 1746 m 603 m 

 

3.2.2.1 Comparisons at Other Stations 

To determine whether ERA-Interim was a viable choice to represent meteorology at a northern 

high-elevation study site, comparisons were first made to the nearest high-latitude stations 

described in Section 3.2.1: Macmillan Pass, YT and Tungsten, NWT.  

Temperature: Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 show the regression between ERA-Interim hourly 

temperature and station hourly temperature at Macmillan Pass EC, Macmillan Pass YG, and 

Tungsten stations, respectively. It is evident that there is good agreement for temperature (R2 = 

0.95, 0.94, and 0.96, respectively). 
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Figure 3.13: Hourly temperature for ERA-Interim compared to observations at the Macmillan 

Pass Environment Canada station 

  

Figure 3.14: Hourly temperature for ERA-Interim compared to observations at the Macmillan 

Pass Yukon Government station 

Regression 
1:1 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.15: Hourly temperature for ERA-Interim compared to observations at Tungsten, NWT 

 

Precipitation: Figures 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18 show regressions for the total daily, weekly, monthly, 

and annual precipitation from ERA-Interim and observations at Macmillan Pass EC, Macmillan 

Pass YG, and Tungsten, respectively. For the Macmillan Pass EC and YG stations, it is evident 

that there is no statistical correlation between the reanalyses and observed precipitation at a daily 

time step. However, the R2 value increases as the time step increases. This indicates that although 

ERA-Interim may not provide accurate precipitation at a fine temporal resolution, the accuracy 

of total precipitation increases with increasing the time step. The same trend occurs for Tungsten, 

which has better agreement at an annual time step; however, the annual total ERA-Interim 

precipitation is significantly higher than the observed annual precipitation at Tungsten. This 

could be due to the significant distance between Tungsten and the nearest grid point location. 

The reanalysis location is 5.6 km from the Tungsten station in the horizontal direction and is 603 

m higher in elevation. This significant difference in elevation could help to explain why 

precipitation at the reanalysis location is so much higher than that at the station. Additionally, the 

type of gauge at Tungsten was undocumented and therefore no wind undercatch corrections were 

applied. The lack of undercatch corrections likely caused lower measured winter precipitation 

than the actual winter precipitation. Figures 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 show the double mass curves for 

Regression 
1:1 
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Macmillan Pass EC, Macmillan Pass YG, and Tungsten respectively. Precipitation predicted by 

ERA-Interim is much better at both of the Macmillan Pass stations. At the Tungsten station, 

ERA-Interim is significantly higher than the observations, which again may be attributed to the 

lack of wind undercatch corrections and the significant elevation difference between the 

reanalysis location and the station. 

 

Figure 3.16: ERA-Interim compared to Macmillan Pass Environment Canada station 

for (a) total daily precipitation; (b) total weekly precipitation; (c) total monthly 

precipitation; (d) total annual precipitation 

 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.17: ERA-Interim compared to Macmillan Pass Yukon Government station 

for (a) total daily precipitation; (b) total weekly precipitation; (c) total monthly 

precipitation; (d) total annual precipitation 

 

 

 

 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.18: ERA-Interim compared to Tungsten, NWT for (a) total daily precipitation; (b) total 

weekly precipitation; (c) total monthly precipitation; (d) total annual precipitation 

 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.19: Double mass curve for ERA-Interim precipitation compared to Macmillan Pass 

Environment Canada precipitation 

  

Figure 3.20: Double mass curve for ERA-Interim precipitation compared to Macmillan Pass 

Yukon Government precipitation 

  

Regression 
1:1 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.21: Double mass curve for ERA-Interim precipitation compared to 

Tungsten, NWT precipitation 

 

3.2.2.2 Data Corrections 

ERA-Interim must be downscaled (from grid scale to point scale) and bias corrected to local 

station observations to ensure that the record best represents the meteorology at the Bologna 

Glacier. Both the Ice and Nunatak Station were used for the bias corrections. Letréguilly (1988) 

showed that off-ice stations better represent local weather than on-ice glacier stations in 

glacierized basins: temperature at a gauge 200 km from Peyto Glacier in Alberta was better 

correlated to both mass balance and the ELA. Letréguilly (1988) speculated that this was, in part, 

due to the poor records at Peyto Glacier, given the challenges of remote data collection and given 

that the station was moved several times throughout the period of analysis. However, it was also 

determined that the microclimate created by the glacier itself can produce some bias in the 

meteorological observations, which exacerbated the problems with on-ice stations. A similar 

result was found at the McCall Glacier, where Klok et al. (2005) showed that mass balance was 

better correlated to observations at a ridge top station adjacent to the glacier rather than to 

stations placed on the glacier surface.  

Regression 
1:1 
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The Ice Station has a longer observation record that can describe conditions year-round. 

Therefore, in some cases described below, the Ice Station observations were first bias corrected 

to the Nunatak Station to create a “synthetic” Nunatak Station – effectively an off-ice station 

with the longest possible record. The synthetic station was then used to bias correct the 

reanalyses. 

Temperature: Ice Station (BNI) observations were bias corrected (slope and offset) to the 

Nunatak Station (BNN) to create a synthetic Nunatak Station with a 24-month record. The slope 

and offset correction were found by plotting the synthetic Nunatak Station hourly temperature 

and ERA-Interim hourly temperature (Figure 3.22a). The synthetic Nunatak Station was then 

used to bias correct the ERA-Interim record with a multiplier of 0.69 and an offset of -2.2°C. 

After the correction, the mean bias error is effectively zero and the linear regression better fits 

the 1:1 line (Figure 3.22b). The corrected and uncorrected 36 year record is shown in Figures 

3.23 and 3.24.  

 

 

Figure 3.22: Hourly temperature comparisons for ERA-Interim and the Synthetic Nunatak 

Station: (a) plot used for correction; (b) correction applied  

 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.23: Corrected and original hourly temperature at the Bologna Glacier 

(1980-2015) 

 

Figure 3.24: Corrected and original hourly temperature at the Bologna Glacier in 

October 2015 

Vapour pressure: Relative humidity from both Bologna stations was converted to vapour 

pressure. ERA-Interim dew point temperature was converted to vapour pressure (Appendix A). 

Ice Station vapour pressure was corrected to the Nunatak Station to create a synthetic Nunatak 

Station with a 24-month record. Plotting the synthetic Nunatak Station against the ERA-Interim 
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record gives the slope correction of 0.6 (Figure 3.25a), used to correct the ERA-Interim record. 

The data were corrected slope only so as to prevent inducing negative vapour pressure values 

with an offset value. After the correction, the linear regression better fits the 1:1 line (Figure 

3.25b). The corrected and uncorrected 36 year record is shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. 

 

Figure 3.25: Hourly vapour pressure comparisons for ERA-Interim and the Synthetic Nunatak 

Station: (a) plot used for correction; (b) correction applied 

 

Figure 3.26: Corrected and original hourly vapour pressure at the Bologna Glacier (1980-2015) 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.27: Corrected and original hourly vapour pressure at the Bologna Glacier 

in October 2015 

Wind: Observations from the Ice Station were used to downscale the wind reanalyses. Because 

the Ice Station is situated on the glacier, it provided a better representation of the wind speed and 

direction over the glacier due to its full exposure to katabatic wind flow down the glacier. The 

terrain surrounding the Nunatak Station is highly complex and the wind observations are less 

representative of the basin than at the Ice Station. In addition, the Ice Station has a mast with 

three wind measurement heights, which allowed for the calculation of the aerodynamic 

roughness height of the glacier (Appendix A). Using the calculated roughness height, the 10 m 

wind speed could be calculated for the Ice Station more accurately than for the Nunatak Station, 

where the aerodynamic roughness height cannot be calculated. Wind roses for the Nunatak 

Station, Ice Station, and ERA-Interim reanalyses are shown in Appendix C. Figure 3.28a shows 

that there is no statistical correlation between the ERA-Interim 10 m wind speed and the Ice 

Station 10 m wind speed. The ERA-Interim wind speed was corrected by multiplying it by the 

ratio of the average ERA-Interim wind speed to the average Ice Station wind speed (multiplier = 

1.82). A regression between the corrected ERA-Interim wind speed and Ice Station wind speed is 

shown in Figure 3.28b. The corrected and uncorrected 36 year record is shown in Figures 3.29 

and 3.30. 
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Figure 3.28: Hourly wind speed comparisons for ERA-Interim and the Ice Station: 

(a) uncorrected; (b) corrected 

 

 

Figure 3.29: Corrected and original hourly wind speed at the Bologna Glacier 

(1980-2015) 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.30: Corrected and original hourly wind speed at the Bologna Glacier in October 2015 

Incoming Solar Radiation: Ice Station observations were bias corrected (slope only) to the 

Nunatak Station to create a synthetic Nunatak Station with a 24-month record. The observations 

were corrected for slope only so as to prevent inducing negative radiation with an offset value. 

The slope correction was found by plotting the synthetic Nunatak Station hourly shortwave 

radiation and ERA-Interim hourly shortwave radiation (Figure 3.31a). The synthetic Nunatak 

Station was then used to bias correct the ERA-Interim record with a multiplier of 0.96. The 

regression between corrected ERA-Interim incoming shortwave radiation and synthetic Nunatak 

Station shortwave radiation is shown in Figure 3.31b. The corrected and uncorrected 36 year 

record is shown in Figures 3.32 and 3.33. 
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Figure 3.31: Hourly shortwave radiation comparisons for ERA-Interim and the Synthetic 

Nunatak Station: (a) plot used for correction; (b) correction applied 

 

 

Figure 3.32: Corrected and original hourly shortwave radiation at the Bologna Glacier (1980-

2015) 

 

Regression 
1:1 
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Figure 3.33: Corrected and original hourly shortwave radiation at the Bologna 

Glacier in October 2015 

Precipitation: There is no snowfall gauge at the Bologna Glacier; therefore, precipitation was 

corrected to the tipping bucket gauge at the Ice Station. The Ice Station observations were used 

rather than the Nunatak Station as the Nunatak Station collected very few observations during 

the summer months. Additionally, the Ice Station gauge should predict rainfall at the glacier 

surface more accurately than the Nunatak Station gauge. The corrected temperature observations 

were used to identify a stretch of days where the mean daily temperature was greater than 2°C: 

July 3 – 18, 2015 – it was assumed that during this time, precipitation fell as rain only and was 

recorded by the tipping bucket gauge. Plotting ERA-Interim precipitation against observations 

during this stretch of days showed that there was no statistical correlation between the daily 

ERA-Interim precipitation and the daily Ice Station rainfall. Therefore, a double mass curve was 

plotted to compare ERA-Interim cumulative daily precipitation and Ice Station cumulative daily 

rain (Figure 3.34a). A linear regression forced through zero was used to obtain the regression 

equation to correct ERA-Interim precipitation. ERA-Interim total daily precipitation was 

multiplied by 0.75. The regression between the corrected cumulative ERA-Interim precipitation 

and the Ice Station cumulative rain is shown in Figure 3.34b. Figure 3.35 shows the total daily, 

weekly, and monthly ERA-Interim precipitation compared to Ice Station observations. The data 

used here included the summer months of 2015 – June, July, and the latter part of August after 

the station was repaired. It is evident that as the time period over which the precipitation data is 
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totalled increases from daily to weekly to monthly, the significance of the relationship between 

the two variables increases (R2 = 0.22, 0.46, 0.83, respectively) The corrected and uncorrected 36 

year record is shown in Figures 3.36 and 3.37. 

 

Figure 3.34: Cumulative precipitation comparisons for ERA-Interim and the Ice station: (a) plot 

used for correction; (b) correction applied 

 

 

Figure 3.35: Corrected ERA-Interim compared to observations for (a) daily rainfall; (b) weekly 

rainfall; and (c) monthly rainfall from  

 

Regression 
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Figure 3.36: Corrected and original precipitation by hydrological year at the 

Bologna Glacier (1980-2015) 

 

 

Figure 3.37: Corrected and original daily precipitation at the Bologna Glacier in October 2015 
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3.3 Hydrometric Data 

Hydrometric measurements of stage and discharge are available from the Water Survey of 

Canada (WSC) (https://wateroffice.ec.gc.ca) for the South Nahanni River at Virginia Falls. The 

station location, time period available, and basic details are summarized in Table 3.7 and the 

daily discharge is shown in Figure 3.38. The measurements are available from 1962 to 2015. 

Approximately 6% of daily discharge measurements are missing; however, all gaps occur prior 

to 1973, which were not required for this study. The average daily discharge over this time 

period is 234 m³/s. The peak discharge is 2250 m³/s and occurred on July 27, 1972.  

Table 3.7: Hydrometric measurements for the South Nahanni River above Virginia Falls 

Station 

ID 

Station Name Station 

measurements 

Latitude 

(°N) 

Longitude 

(°W) 

Drainage 

Area (km2) 

Years 

Active 

Daily time 

step 

10EB001 South Nahanni 

River Above 

Virginia Falls 

Daily 

discharge and 

stage 

61°38’10” 125°47’49” 14500 52 1962 – 

2015 

 

 

Figure 3.38: South Nahanni River discharge at the Virginia Falls gauge (1962 – 2015)  

https://wateroffice.ec.gc.ca/
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3.4 Hydrological Model Platform 

The Cold Regions Hydrological Modelling Platform (CRHM) is an object-oriented, modular, 

flexible, physically based modelling platform used for diagnosing and predicting hydrological 

processes in cold regions (Pomeroy et al., 2007). Physically based models are advantageous 

compared to other types of models (e.g. conceptual, empirical, and statistical) because they 

represent the physical interactions of processes within the hydrological cycle. CRHM has been 

extensively applied throughout continental western Canada including British Columbia, the 

Yukon, the Canadian Rockies, the Canadian Prairies, and globally in Patagonia, the Pyrenees, the 

Alps, the Tibetan-Qinghai Plateau, and the Arctic in the Svalbard Archipelago, Norway (Ellis 

and Pomeroy, 2007; Dornes et al., 2008a; Ellis et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2013; López-Moreno et 

al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014; Krogh et al., 2015; López-Moreno et al., 2016). This model was 

chosen because of its proven applicability in alpine cold regions and for its limited need for 

calibration, which means that it can be applied in ungauged basins (Pomeroy et al., 2007).   

CRHM has several main components described in detail in Pomeroy et al. (2007). Those relevant 

to this project include: observations, parameters, modules, variables, and state variables. The 

observations include a 36 year meteorological record derived from ERA-Interim gridded 

reanalysis, as described in Section 3.2. The observations include hourly temperature, vapour 

pressure, wind speed, incoming solar radiation, and daily precipitation. Parameters describe the 

spatial characteristics of the basin as well as prescribed values governing relationships that 

control model function. Spatial parameters are based on measureable physiographic features, 

determined via observations or remote sensing analyzed using GIS tools. Spatial data are 

required to set up Hydrological Response Units (HRUs), which describe the spatial distribution 

of hydrological processes over the basin. These delineate basin area, vegetation cover, elevation, 

slope, and aspect. Other model parameters including those that govern model albedo, radiation, 

blowing snow, soil infiltration, routing, etc., are obtained via field observations or are transferred 

from scientific studies from similar climatic/landscape conditions (Dornes et al., 2008c; Pomeroy 

et al., 2013). The user selects modules containing algorithms to execute the hydrological/ 

physical processes required to construct the model. The model structure is then implemented 

globally by the CRHM platform. Both variables and state variables are created by the 

parameterization of the modules. Variables are the meteorological driving data including 

temperature, vapour pressure, wind speed, and precipitation. These differ from the observations 
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as the module declarations can alter the observations according to procedures that include 

lapsing temperature depending on elevation or adjusting precipitation for wind undercatch based 

on gauge type. State variables are the dynamic HRU properties, e.g., soil moisture, snow water 

equivalent, and albedo.  

The next section will describe the modules selected to assemble the model, to delineate the basin, 

and to parameterize the model.  
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3.5 Model Construction and Parameterization 

3.5.1 Module Selection 

The model’s modular platform allows users to select physical processes required to characterize 

the hydrology of a basin. The modules included to represent the Bologna Glacier basin are 

described below and are shown schematically in Figure 3.39. For more information on these and 

all CRHM modules, refer to the CRHM module manual (Centre for Hydrology, 2016). 

 

Figure 3.39: Modular design of the CRHM Platform: red lines indicate radiation terms; blue 

lines indicate climate observations; orange lines indicate mass transport; green and black lines 

indicate model output or calculated water equivalent, in solid and liquid forms, respectively 

(reproduced with the permission of Dhiraj Pradhananga, personal communication) 

 The observation module, obs, reads meteorological forcing data from the observation 

files. Temperature, vapour pressure, wind speed, and shortwave radiation are provided at 

hourly intervals, and dictate the time step for the model. Precipitation is provided at a 

daily time step, and is input into the model at midnight each day. This module adjusts 

temperature relative to the elevation range using a prescribed lapse rate and adjusts 

precipitation with elevation.  

 The global radiation module, global, uses geographic parameters including latitude, 

elevation, ground slope, and azimuth to calculate the theoretical global radiation, direct 
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and diffuse radiation, and maximum sunshine hours following the techniques described 

by Garnier and Ohmura (1968). This module provides inputs to the albedo, net radiation, 

longwave radiation, and slope radiation modules. 

 The sunshine hour module, calcsun, uses the incoming shortwave observation, daily 

clear-sky direct and diffuse solar radiation, and maximum sunshine hours along with the 

HRU latitude to estimate the actual sunshine hours.  

 The slope radiation module, Slope_Qsi, estimates incident shortwave radiation for a slope 

using the observed incoming shortwave radiation on a level surface and the calculated 

direct and diffuse solar radiation. 

 The longwave radiation module, longVT, calculates longwave radiation using air 

temperature, vapour pressure, relative humidity, and the outputs from the global radiation 

module, following the method from Sicart et al. (2006), who proved this approach to be 

robust in finding the longwave radiation input to melting snow. This module provides 

inputs to the energy-balance snowmelt module. 

 The soil module, soil, calculates the soil moisture throughout the year according to soil 

moisture balance and drainage calculations according to Leavesley et al. (1983), Dornes 

et al. (2008b), and Fang et al. (2010, 2013). The module handles two soil layers – a 

recharge layer and a lower layer – in addition to a groundwater layer and surface 

depressions. The algorithm calculates soil moisture balance, subsurface and groundwater 

discharge, groundwater storage, and runoff. Evaporation and subsurface runoff 

algorithms are executed after the infiltration module.  

 The evaporation module, evap, calculates evapotranspiration during the snow-free period 

using either the Granger expression (Granger and Gray, 1989) or the Priestley and Taylor 

expression (Priestley and Taylor, 1972). For the Bologna Glacier basin, there is little 

vegetation and therefore this model employs the Granger method to quantify 

evapotranspiration as it does not require any vegetation-specific parameterization. The 

algorithm ensures continuity of mass by restricting water availability. 
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 The canopy clearing module calculates shortwave and longwave sub-canopy radiation at 

the snow surface according to Ellis et al. (2010). While there is no true canopy within the 

Bologna Glacier basin, this module is a requirement for the Snobal module described 

below. 

 The albedo module, Albedo_Richard, estimates snow albedo throughout the snow 

covered period and during snowmelt following the work of Verseghy (1991).  

 The all-wave radiation module, netall, is based on the work of Granger and Gray (1990): 

it models net radiation from calculated incoming shortwave radiation and the Brunt 

equation to determine evaporation during snow-free periods in the evaporation module. It 

uses temperature, vapour pressure, and actual sunshine hours. 

 The snowmelt module, Snobal, employs the layered energy balance snowmelt model by 

Marks et al. (1999) to resolve the energy balance and calculate snowmelt. 

 The blowing snow module, pbsm, follows the work of Pomeroy and Li (2000) to simulate 

snow transport via wind redistribution and the sublimation losses of snow due to wind 

throughout the winter period. 

 The glacier module, glacier, is an energy balance snow and ice ablation module used to 

characterize the accumulation and melt of glacier ice, firn, and snow, in addition to 

characterizing infiltration of meltwater, surface, and groundwater flows. It was developed 

by Pradhananga and Pomeroy (unpublished) and is shown schematically in Figure 3.40. It 

couples new algorithms with existing modules for ice and snowmelt (Snobal), wind 

redistribution of snow (pbsm), routing, soil moisture balance, and infiltration. The model 

calculates snowmelt and ice/firn melt separately. Snowmelt is calculated using Snobal, as 

above, and ice and firn melt is characterized based on a single layer energy balance melt 

model (Gray and Landine, 1988; Ellis et al., 2010). The module incorporates firn 

densification according to Herron and Langway (1980), which considers densification 

processes including settling, sublimation, recrystallization, and diffusion to characterize 

the firn density and elevation change. Meltwater runoff through glacier snow cover, firn, 

and ice is characterized by a simple linear reservoir routing routine. 
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Figure 3.40: Schematic concept of the Energy Balance Glacier Melt model 

The energy balance glacier melt model (EBGM) calculates the energy available for firn 

and ice melt, 𝑄𝑀 (MJ/d) using: 

 𝑄𝑀 = 𝑄𝑛 + 𝑄ℎ +𝑄𝑒 + 𝑄𝑝 (3.1) 

where, 𝑄𝑛 (MJ/day) is net radiation, 𝑄ℎ (MJ/day) is sensible heat, 𝑄𝑒 (MJ/day) is latent 

heat, and 𝑄𝑝 (MJ/day) is the advection energy from precipitation. The melt energy is then 

converted to a surface melt rate, 𝑀 (mm/h), using: 

 𝑀 =
𝑄𝑚

𝜌𝑤𝐿𝑓
 (3.2) 

where, 𝜌𝑤 [kg/m3] is the density of water and 𝐿𝑓 (3.34 x 105 J/kg) is the latent heat of 

water fusion at freezing. Energy input due to precipitation is calculated by: 

 𝑄𝑝 = 𝜌𝑤𝑐𝑤𝑅(𝑇𝑝 − 𝑇𝑠) (3.3) 

where 𝜌𝑤 (kg/m3) is the density of water, 𝑐𝑤 (4.18kJ kg-1K-1) is the specific heat capacity 

of water, 𝑅 (m/s) is the precipitation rate, and 𝑇𝑝 and 𝑇𝑠 are the temperatures of 

precipitation and the surface, respectively.  

The model simulates the glacier mass balance of each HRU in terms of snow (SWE, 

mm), firn (FIRN, mm), and ice (ICE, mm) water equivalent. Snow redistribution by wind 
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and avalanche are also considered as these are significant factors in glacier mass balance. 

Glacier mass balance, MB, is given by: 

 𝑀𝐵 = 𝑆𝑊𝐸 + 𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑁 + 𝐼𝐶𝐸 (3.4) 

Snow water equivalent, firn, and ice are expressed as: 

 𝑆𝑊𝐸 = 𝑆𝑊𝐸0 + 𝑃 + 𝐻𝑖𝑛 − 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑆 −𝑀 (3.5) 

 𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑁 = 𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑁0 + 𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑆 −𝑀 (3.6) 

 𝐼𝐶𝐸 = 𝐼𝐶𝐸0 + 𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆 −𝑀 (3.7) 

𝑆𝑊𝐸0, 𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑁0, and 𝐼𝐶𝐸0 are the initial conditions of snow water equivalent, firn, and ice, 

respectively. 𝑃 is precipitation, 𝐻𝑖𝑛  and 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the horizontal mass transfers, 𝑉𝑖𝑛 and 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the vertical mass transfers caused by firn densification, 𝑆 is sublimation, and 𝑀 

is melt rate. All units are in millimetres. One limitation of this module is that it currently 

has no capacity to move ice and firn from upslope to downslope HRUs. 

Elevation change, 𝛥𝐸, is calculated from the mass balance components of changing ice, 

snow, and firn volumes: 

 𝛥𝐸 =
𝛥𝑆𝑊𝐸

𝜌𝑠
+
𝛥𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑁

𝜌𝑓
+
𝛥𝐼𝐶𝐸

𝜌𝑖
 (3.8) 

 The avalanche module, SWESlope, calculates snow redistribution due to gravity from 

higher elevation HRUs to lower elevation HRUs based on snow depth and slope angle 

(Pradhananga, unpublished). This module is based on the routine developed by Bernhardt 

and Schulz (2010), where snow slides given a threshold snow depth (𝐻𝑑) and slope angle 

(𝑆𝑚). The suggested value for minimum snow holding depth is 50 mm and minimum 

slope angle is 25°. The avalanche module uses the regression line fitting the curve of 𝐻𝑑 

[m] and 𝑆𝑚 [°]:   

 𝐻𝑑 = 3178.4𝑆𝑚
−1.998

 (3.9) 
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 The infiltration module, frozenAyers, estimates rainfall infiltration into unfrozen soil 

following the work of Ayers (1959), which considers soil texture and ground cover. 

Infiltration into frozen soils uses Gray’s parametric snowmelt infiltration algorithm (Zhao 

and Gray, 1999).  

 The wind module, Walmsley_wind, relies on Walmsley et al., 1989, where a simple 

parametric model is used to estimate wind speed variation generated by small scale 

topographic features. It adjusts wind speed due to topography and is based on a wind 

ratio between the adjusted wind speed and the reference wind speed. Topographic 

features include 2D and 3D hills, 2D escarpments, 2D rolling terrain, 3D rolling terrain, 

and flat terrain. 

 The routing module, netroute, uses the lag and route method described by Clark (1945) to 

manage the routing of surface, subsurface, and HRU routing.  

3.5.2 Spatial Delineation 

Hydrological Response Units (HRUs) represent the spatial distribution of hydrological 

processes, parameters, and driving meteorology. The basin is discretized according to 

characteristics including elevation, land cover type, slope, aspect, sky view factor, and the firn 

limit. This section will describe the spatial data used to define the HRU boundaries, and will 

present the final representation of HRUs for the Bologna Glacier basin. 

3.5.2.1 Multi-spectral Imagery 

Satellite imagery from the Landsat missions was found using the USGS Global Visualization 

Viewer (http://glovis.usgs.gov) and acquired from the USGS EarthExplorer 

(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov). To determine the glacier margins and surface cover 

configuration, imagery had to be captured during the late-summer snow free period at the end of 

the melt season (August), and had to have minimal cloud cover and good resolution. Two images 

were found 30 years apart (1984 and 2014). The first image was acquired from Landsat 5 

Thematic Mapper (TM) mission path 55, row 17 (Worldwide Referencing System-2 WRS-2) 

captured on August 3, 1984 (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/metadata/3119/ 

LT50550171984216PAC00). Landsat 5 was launched in March 1984 and Band 1 through 5 and 

7 have a resolution of 30 m. Band 6 (thermal infrared band) was acquired at a resolution of 120 

http://glovis.usgs.gov/
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/metadata/3119/LT50550171984216PAC00
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/metadata/3119/LT50550171984216PAC00
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m but was resampled to 30 m.  This image had cloud cover of 0.01% and an image quality of 9 

(Excellent – no quality issues or errors detected). The second image was acquired from Landsat 8 

Operational Land Imager (OLI) mission path 54, row 17 captured on August 15, 2014 

(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/metadata/8704/LC80540172014227LGN00) and had cloud cover 

of 1.38% and image quality 9. Landsat 8 was launched in February 2013 and all bands have a 

resolution of 30 m (Bands 1 – 7 and 9), with the exception of the panchromatic band (Band 8), 

which has a resolution of 15m. Both scenes were processed with the Standard Terrain Correction 

(Level 1T).  

3.5.2.2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

The DEM used to determine the basin boundary, elevation range, slope, and aspect was the 

Canada DEM (CDEM). It was retrieved from Natural Resource Canada’s Geogratis 

(http://geogratis.gc.ca/geogratis). The CDEM is derived from the Canadian Digital Elevation 

Data (CDED), which was extracted from National Topographic Data Base (NTDB) maps at a 

scale of 1:50 000, in addition to the Geospatial Database (GDB) and other remotely sensed 

imagery and positional data acquired by provinces and territories (Natural Resources Canada, 

2013). The resolution of this DEM is 16 m. The accuracy of the CDEM product is defined in the 

product specifications, which provide the range of precision over the area of each 1:50 000 

NTDB map sheet. The Bologna Glacier lies on the boundary between two of these map sheets: 

105-I/1, which has an accuracy of 10 to 15 m, and 95-L/4, which has an accuracy of 5 to 10 m. 

Both of these map sheets were published in 1985. A comparison was done between the CDEM 

and the surveyed points on the glacier from 2015. The difference was taken between the CDEM 

values and each survey point. It was determined that between 1985 and 2015 the glacier surface 

decreased in elevation by an average of 42 m. The CDEM elevation, slope, and aspect are shown 

in Figure 3.41 for the Bologna Glacier basin. Assuming that the glacier surface changed 

negligibly between 1984 and 1985, the DEM can also provide a reasonable representation of 

elevation for the 1984 glacier configuration (the same year for which Landsat imagery exists), 

which can then be adjusted for the contemporary glacier configurations in 2014 and 2015. 

http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/metadata/8704/LC80540172014227LGN00/
http://geogratis.gc.ca/geogratis
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Figure 3.41: Elevation, slope, and aspect maps of the Bologna Glacier 

basin from the CDEM product 
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3.5.2.3 HRU Delineation 

Five basin characteristics were considered in the delineation of HRUs for the Bologna Glacier 

basin: elevation, land cover type, firn limit, slope, and aspect. An important consideration in the 

delineation of the HRUs is that they had to represent either the 1984, 2014, or 2015 basin 

configuration, depending on how the model parameters are set. It is important that HRU 

boundaries remain constant for consistency in modelling. In some parts of the basin, areas once 

covered by glacier ice are now exposed land. For other parts of the basin, areas that were once 

covered by firn are now covered by exposed ice. When the model is run, parameters will be 

adjusted such that the appropriate land cover is represented.  

Watershed boundary demarcation: The basin boundary was delineated in ArcGIS using the 

DEM and is shown by the red line in Figure 3.42. The basin outflow point was calculated so as 

to include the entire glacier but to exclude ice cover in neighbouring basins, such as the Butterfly 

Glacier, to the west of the Bologna Glacier. The same watershed is used for all three glacier 

configurations. Most of the boundary falls along alpine ridges, which are assumed to be at a 

constant elevation over the 30 year period. Since the Bologna Glacier is one of two main outlet 

glaciers of the Brintnell-Bologna Icefield, the division between the two glaciers was simply 

defined as the highest point between the two glaciers. This is also assumed to remain constant in 

the horizontal plane over 30 years, although it is likely to have lowered vertically as the glacier 

has lost mass over time.  

 

Figure 3.42: Watershed delineation of the Bologna Glacier in 1984 (L) and 2014 (R)  
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Elevation bands: The model scales temperature, precipitation, and vapour pressure according to 

elevation. The magnitude of the scaling must be taken into consideration when selecting the 

range of elevation bands. The basin has a relief of 1003 m. The temperature lapse rate for the 

model is taken to be the environmental lapse rate of 0.65°C per 100 m. Precipitation is adjusted 

in CRHM according to the equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0 (1 +
0.01𝛥𝐸

100
) (3.10) 

where 𝑃 is the adjusted precipitation, 𝑃0 is the observed precipitation, and 𝛥𝐸 is the elevation 

difference from the HRU to the station. Given the elevation difference between the highest and 

lowest parts of the basin, there will be 10% more precipitation at the upper part of the basin, 

according to the equation. This is equivalent to roughly 60 mm. Considering the lapse rate and 

the precipitation scaling, it was determined that four elevation bands of 250 m, as shown in Table 

3.8, would be adequate to capture the variations in temperature (1.625°C per 250 m) and 

precipitation (15 mm per 250 m) throughout the basin. These four levels are referred to as 

Bottom, Lower, Mid, and Upper in the HRU naming conventions. 

Table 3.8: Elevation bands for HRU delineation 

Band Elevation Range Band Width Naming Convention 

1 1550 – 1800 m 250 m Bottom 

2 1800 – 2050 m  250 m Lower 

3 2050 – 2300 m 250 m Mid 

4 2300 – 2550 m 250 m Upper 

 

Land cover type: Supervised land cover classification was used to delineate areas of firn, ice, and 

bare land. ArcGIS was used to select “training areas” from the satellite imagery – areas most 

representative of each land cover class. Subsequent ArcGIS tools then used these training areas 

to delineate areas of firn, ice, and bare land. Imagery delineation used false colour band 

selections, which can help to distinguish the boundary between snow and ice (Hall et al., 1987). 

The results of the supervised land cover classification are shown in Figure 3.43. There were 
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some minor issues with shadowing and the classification was manually adjusted to correct these 

issues. 

From the satellite imagery shown in Figure 3.42, it is apparent that the boundary between firn 

and ice in the 1984 configuration is easily discernible. However, in the 2014 configuration, the 

boundary is not as clear – particularly in the northeast corner of the basin, the ice and firn seem 

to be integrated, with a slightly lower albedo than the firn areas at the west end of the basin. To 

accurately represent these areas in the model, they are classified as firn. The glacier module 

handles firn as layers, and these areas are represented with fewer firn layers than that of the 

higher-albedo firn areas.  

 

Figure 3.43: Supervised land cover classification of firn, bare land, and ice for two 

configurations of glacier coverage 

Firn limit: On an annual basis, the firn limit divides the area of exposed ice and firn. The 

boundary was found for each glacier configuration by determining the closest elevation contour 

to the division between ice and firn as determined by supervised land cover classification. The 

boundaries for the 1984 and 2014 glacier configurations were determined to be 2050 m and 2250 

m, respectively. Because the contour bands of 250 m did not align with the firn limit for the 2014 

configuration, Band 3 was sub-divided into two bands: 2050-2250 m and 2250-2300 m. 
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Slope and aspect: Slope and aspect divisions were grouped together. Slope categories were 

considered as level (less than 10°), moderate (10° to 45°), or steep (greater than 45°). It was 

determined that less than 1% of the basin had a slope greater than 45% so this class was 

combined with the moderate slopes. Aspect classes considered were east/west, north and south. 

Level terrain and east-west facing slopes were grouped together (level/EW). The remaining 

terrain was then grouped into moderate south-facing (mod/S) and moderate north-facing 

(mod/N) classes. To constrain the number of divisions, slope and aspect were considered where 

the band/land cover area exceeded 5% of the basin area. Further, if a slope/aspect classification 

exceeded 90% of the band/land cover area, the area was not divided according to slope and 

aspect.  

Sky view factor: An analysis of sky view factor was done using the GIS program System for 

Automated Geoscientific Analysis (SAGA). It was determined that the basin is largely 

unobscured by the surrounding terrain. There were some areas near the basin boundary that 

experienced some shading. Because these regions tended to have the steepest slopes, they were 

accounted for within the slope and aspect considerations. No separate HRUs were created 

specifically considering the sky view factor, but the shading was accounted for in the model 

parameterization. 

Hydrological Response Units: The intersection of the terrain properties – elevation, land cover 

type, firn limit, and slope and aspect – resulted in 19 HRUs to describe the spatial distribution of 

hydrologically relevant characteristics in the basin. These are shown in Figure 3.44. It is 

important to note that a single HRU can represent changing land cover types over time (ice, firn, 

or land) so the naming is generalized to represent all configurations. This set of HRUs can 

represent the basin in three configurations, as shown in Figure 3.45. The 1984 configuration has 

significant firn cover, and the glacier covers a larger portion of the basin. The 2014 configuration 

shows a smaller glacier coverage and a reduction in the area of firn. The 2015 glacier area is 

approximated as equal in area to the 2014 coverage, but in this configuration there is no firn, as 

was observed in the field in August, 2015. Properties of each HRU including the land cover type, 

area, elevation, slope, and aspect of each HRU are given in Table 3.9.  
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Figure 3.44: Hydrological Response Units for the Bologna Glacier basin 

 

 

Figure 3.45: HRU configuration for 1984/2014/2015 model configurations 
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Table 3.9: HRU properties 

HRU 

Number 

HRU Land cover Type Area 

(km2) 

Area (% 

of basin) 

Mean 

elevation 

(m a.s.l.) 

Mean 

aspect 

(°) 

Mean 

slope 

(°) 1984 2014 2015 

1 Firn Land Land 0.57 2.4 2354 212 19 

2 Firn Firn Ice 3.13 13.1 2330 170 8 

3 Firn Firn Ice 3.41 14.3 2274 176 8 

4 Firn Land Land 0.21 0.9 2273 130 24 

5 Firn Ice Ice 7.95 33.3 2169 123 7 

6 Firn Land Land 0.93 3.9 2147 167 17 

7 Ice Ice Ice 1.26 5.3 1988 66 7 

8 Ice Ice Ice 0.22 0.9 1965 72 15 

9 Ice Land Land 0.75 3.2 1934 65 14 

10 Ice Land Land 0.2 0.9 1744 53 17 

11 Land Land Land 0.65 2.7 2399 279 29 

12 Land Land Land 0.27 1.1 2277 240 30 

13 Land Land Land 0.67 2.8 2148 280 29 

14 Land Land Land 0.63 2.6 2137 203 23 

15 Land Land Land 0.12 0.5 2111 70 27 

16 Land Land Land 0.7 2.9 1944 296 24 

17 Land Land Land 1.28 5.4 1928 230 17 

18 Land Land Land 0.38 1.6 1912 97 21 

19 Land Land Land 1.06 4.5 1710 207 17 
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3.5.3 Model Parameterization 

Table 3.10 lists the parameter values used in the model, specified for the three land cover types. 

A full list of model parameters and other CRHM specifications can be found in Appendix D. 

Where a parameter varies for a single land cover type, a range is specified. Parameters were set 

based on either past studies in similarly situated basins or from field observations. To account for 

the glacier configuration changes (1984/2014/2015), the parameters were adjusted such that the 

appropriate land cover type was represented. Parameters that changed between glacier 

configurations were populated in the model using R tools built by Shook (2016a) in the package 

“CRHMr”. These include: elevation, firn depth, ice depth, soil texture and moisture properties, 

aerodynamic roughness heights, and others. 

Shared parameters are those used by several modules. While the glacier ice and firn are non-

vegetated, the vegetation height describes the surface conditions and is used by the blowing 

snow module. A height of 0.5 m was selected for the ice and firn HRUs, to capture the surface 

conditions, which include undulating ice and crevasses. A height of 0.3 m was selected for the 

land HRUs to capture both the vegetation as well as debris cover. Maximum depression storage 

is set to 0 for the glacier HRUs and 2 to 5 mm for the land HRUs, as ponding was evident, 

including a small lake adjacent to the glacier (present only in contemporary configurations). 

Maximum soil moisture and recharge are set to 0 for the glacier HRUs as it is assumed the 

glacier covers bedrock. Maximum soil moisture and recharge are estimated for land HRUs at 

relatively low values (125 mm and 25 mm, respectively), given the observed soil conditions.  

Albedo parameters were set according to Gray and Landine (1987) and DeBeer and Pomeroy 

(2010).  

The fraction to ground flux in Evap was set according to Granger (1999), who found that the 

mid-summer soil ground flux is typically 10% of the net radiation for alpine sites. 

Parameters for soil infiltration in frozenAyers including the environment coefficient, C, surface 

saturation, So, were set following Zhao and Gray (1999), Gray et al. (2001), and Dornes et al. 

(2008a); initial soil saturation, Si, was assumed to be 50% of saturation. Initial soil temperature 

was based on a measurement in the Marmot Creek Research Basin in Alberta (DeBeer and  
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Table 3.10: Parameter values used for CRHM project modules for three land cover types in the 

Bologna Glacier basin 

Module Parameter Firn Ice Land 

Shared Vegetation height (m) 0.5 0.5 0.3 

Shared Maximum depression storage (mm) 0 0 2-5 

Shared Maximum soil moisture (mm) 0 0 125 

Shared Maximum soil recharge (mm) 0 0 25 

Albedo Initial albedo for bare ground (-) 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Albedo Initial albedo for snow cover (-) 0.85 0.85 0.85 

evap Fraction to ground flux (-) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

frozenAyers Groundcover (-) Bare soil Bare soil Bare soil 

frozenAyers Texture (-) Coarse/medium 

over coarse 

Coarse/medium 

over coarse 

Soil over 

shallow 

bedrock 

frozenAyers Environment coefficient (C, - ) 2 2 2 

frozenAyers Surface saturation (So, mm3/mm3) 1 1 1 

frozenAyers Initial soil saturation (Si, mm3/mm3) 0.5 0.5 0.5 

frozenAyers Initial soil temperature (K) 269.1 269.1 269.1 

Glacier Firn lag delay (h) - 4 - 

Glacier Firn storage constant (d) - 2 - 

Glacier Firn albedo (-) - 0.5 - 

Glacier Ice lag delay (h) 1 - - 

Glacier Ice storage constant (d) 0 - - 

Glacier Ice albedo (-) 0.35 - - 

Glacier Initial water equivalent of glacier ice 

(m) 

100-500 - - 

Glacier Snowmelt lag delay (h) 24 24 24 

Glacier Snowmelt storage constant (d) 1 1 1 

Glacier Convert any SWE to firn on Julian day 274 274 274 

Global Solar time offset from local time (h) 1.6 1.6 1.6 

longVt Terrain view factor 0.01-0.05 0.01-0.05 0.01-0.05 

Netroute Runoff storage constant (d) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Netroute Runoff lag delay (h) 2 2 2 

obs Lapse rate 0.65 0.65 0.65 

pbsmSnobal Fetch distance (m) Varies Varies Varies 

SnobalCRHM Roughness height (m) 0.001 0.003 0.01 

SnobalCRHM Maximum active layer thickness (m) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

SnobalCRHM Maximum liquid water content (m3/m3) 0.01 0.01 0.01 

SnobalCRHM Thermal conductivity of wet sand   

(Jm-1s-1K-1) 

1.65 1.65 0.08 

Soil Coverage type Bare soil (no 

evaporation) 

Bare soil (no 

evaporation) 

Crops 

(recharge 

layer) 

Soil Soil withdrawal function Clay Clay Sand 

SWESlope Minimum SWE holding depth (mm) 50 50 50 
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Pomeroy, unpublished). Groundcover and texture were determined from field observations. It 

was assumed that the glacier sits on bedrock.  

Glacier firn and ice albedo was set according to Mölg et al. (2012) and Naz et al. (2014). Water 

flow through the glacier was informed by the work of Fountain and Walder (1998). The values 

for melt storage were set as two days for firn, one day for snow, and zero days for ice. The 

values for melt delay were set as four hours for firn, 24 hours for snow, and one hour for ice. The 

relative values of storage for firn (more storage capacity), snow (moderate storage capacity), and 

ice (little to no storage capacity) are well supported in the literature (Seaberg et al., 1988; 

Fountain, 1989; Fountain, 1996; Schneider, 2000). The role of weathering crust generation and 

decay in the uppermost layer of glacier ice has also been shown to play an important role in 

glacier drainage during the melt season (Müller and Keeler, 1969; Schuster, 2001). Shuster 

(2001) found that weathering crust development can dampen discharge by storing meltwater in 

the late morning, which then drains overnight. Decaying crust during the nighttime compounds 

nocturnal drainage.  

Initial water equivalent of glacier thickness was determined using the method described by Frey 

et al. (2014). This method uses the elevation range and average slope of the glacier to determine 

average basal shear stress, which governs ice thickness. Mean ice thickness was determined for 

the central flow line and for the entire glacier and was used to estimate ice thickness for glacier 

HRUs (see Appendix A). On October 1 of each year, any remaining snow cover is converted to 

firn.   

Global solar time offset from local time was found using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) Solar Calculator (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc), which 

calculates the offset time based on the position and time zone.  

The terrain view factor for calculating longwave radiation in module longVt was found using 

SAGA GIS. The north and south boundaries experience some shading from the topography but 

the basin is largely unaffected by shading. The values chosen for each HRU describe conditions 

found in the analysis. 
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Parameters in Netroute, the routing module, were estimated based on field observations. The 

runoff storage constant was set to 0.1 days and the lag delay was set to 2 hours. The subsurface 

runoff storage constant was set to two days and the subsurface lag delay was set to 5 hours. All 

groundwater runoff was routed to surface. 

The module obs uses the lapse rate to scale temperature with elevation. The microclimate created 

by glaciers will produce katabatic wind flow, where an air parcel cools as it descends, 

counteracting adiabatic warming (Oerlemans, 2010). This produces a lapse rate less than that of 

the average environmental lapse rate of 6.5°C per kilometer. However, Pradhananga 

(unpublished) found an average lapse rate of 7.5°C per kilometre based on measurements in the 

Peyto Glacier basin and used a monthly lapse rate in modelling work with the CRHM Platform. 

Because the elevation difference of the two stations is only 51 m, this same calculation cannot be 

done for the Bologna Glacier. Therefore, it was determined that the environmental lapse rate 

would be used in the model. 

Fetch, a parameter in pbsmSnobal, is the downwind distance over which snow can travel 

uninterrupted over uniform terrain; a longer fetch will promote higher sublimation per unit area 

(Li and Pomeroy, 2000). This distance was determined by measuring the length of each HRU in 

the prevailing wind direction, determined from the Ice Station wind rose (Appendix C). The 

value varies from 300 m (the minimum allowable value) to 2300 m.  

SnobalCRHM parameters were set according to Marks et al. (2008), DeBeer and Pomeroy 

(2010), and calculated values. Van den Broeke (1997) calculated a roughness height of 4.4x10-3 

m for the ablation zone and 2.3x10-3 m for the accumulation zone of the Pasterze Glacier in 

Austria. The aerodynamic roughness height, z0, was calculated for the ablation zone (Appendix 

A) and was set to 3x10-3 m for the ice HRUs, which is consistent with the literature. A roughness 

height of 1x10-3 m was used for the firn HRUs, given that the accumulation zone is 

comparatively smoother than the ablation zone. 

For the parameters in soil, non-glacier HRU soil coverage is set to having a recharge layer to 

represent the thin soil layer observed in the field. Glacier HRUs area assumed to have no 

evaporation; therefore, the coverage type is set to bare soil.  
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SWESlope parameters were set according to Bernhardt and Schulz (2010).  
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3.5.4 Model Assumptions 

Assumption 1: The late summer snow line or the firn limit (whichever is lower) delineates the 

location of the firn and ice areas. 

Each HRU must be classified as one of the three land cover types (land, ice, or firn) when the 

model is initialized. The boundary between ice and firn is not a dynamic feature of the model. 

An assumption was made that the firn limit could be delineated from satellite imagery, and that it 

could be approximated to one specific contour line. Any glacier HRUs above the line were 

initialized with firn coverage; glacier HRUs below the line were initialized as exposed glacier 

ice. 

Assumption 2: Model re-sets every year to compensate for lack of ice dynamics 

The model does not simulate ice flow, and therefore it cannot move ice from upslope to 

downslope HRUs. Ice flow is a significant process in glaciology. If the model is run 

continuously over an extended period of time, the accumulation area will accumulate a falsely 

high volume of snow, which will then be densified into firn and ice. The ablation zone, which 

would normally be fed by ice flow from the upper elevations, would melt too quickly. To resolve 

this issue, the model is re-set to initial conditions on an annual basis (October 1). The primary 

goal of the analysis is to quantify the components of snow, ice, and firn melt over a significant 

time period, and even when the glacier is reset every year, volumes of ice, firn, and snowmelt are 

still accounted for. The limitation of this assumption is that any leftover snowfall converted to 

firn, or any net melt of glacier ice in a year are not taken into account for the subsequent year of 

the model run.  
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Assumption 3: Calculating rainfall and snowmelt runoff 

The water budget and mass balance analysis for this project were quantified on an annual basis. 

It is assumed that over this length of time, there are no changes in the groundwater storage and 

no net soil moisture storage change. Therefore, on an annual basis, rainfall and snowmelt runoff 

are assumed as equal to: 

 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝐸𝑇 (3.11) 

 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 (3.12) 

3.5.5 Model Evaluation 

The model was evaluated by comparing modelled results to the field observations, downstream 

discharge measurements, and satellite imagery. These available data were used to draw 

reasonable conclusions about the accuracy of the model. 

First, it was observed in the field and from satellite imagery that the glacier is decreasing in area 

and that the surface facies configuration has changed drastically over the study period. 

Therefore, the model results should indicate negative glacier mass balance due to glacier wastage 

over the modelled time period.  

Second, discharge measurements are available for the South Nahanni River at Virginia Falls, 

approximately 100 km downstream of the glacier. Because the glacier covers 0.1% of the South 

Nahanni River basin, the discharge contribution from the glacier should be a fraction of total 

volume of the South Nahanni River. 

Last, volume-area scaling was used to calculate the volume change of the glacier between 1984 

and 2014. It is recognized that errors in V-A scaling are high when the relationship is applied to 

a single glacier. Bahr et al. (2015) note, however, that the application of V-A scaling to a single 

glacier can accurately provide an order-of-magnitude estimate. For example, using the average 

global value for the scaling parameter, c, produces potentially 34% error in volume. This value 

does not include surface area measurement errors. By comparing the modelled glacier volume 

loss to the calculated volume change, it can be determined whether the model output is within a 

reasonable order of magnitude.  
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3.6 Firn Limit Analysis 

The firn limit of the Bologna Glacier was assessed over 30 years (1984-2014) by assembling a 

set of late-summer satellite imagery for interim years where there was imagery with sufficiently 

low cloud cover and high resolution, similar to methods of other studies (Østrem, 1973; Østrem, 

1975). The firn limit is defined as the average elevation of the boundary between the ice and firn 

at the end of a mass balance year. In this analysis, the firn limit is found rather than the 

equilibrium line altitude (ELA). The ELA is where snow accumulation is balanced by glacier 

ablation (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000) and is determined using the location of the late summer 

snowline (LSS) at the end of each mass balance year. It is an indicator of glacier response to 

climate change. With the available Landsat imagery, however, it is not possible to differentiate 

late summer snow from previous years’ firn cover after the late summer snowline rises above the 

firn limit. In this study, the firn limit will be used as a supplementary indicator of glacier 

response to climate change. The firn limit is similar to the ELA and will be used to show the 

evolution of glacier surface facies over the study period. It is a low-pass filtered indicator of the 

state of the glacier: the location of the firn limit will determine if the next year’s LSS supports 

the potential for negative annual mass balance for that year.  

This analysis allows an evaluation of whether the firn limit experienced a monotonic rise over 

the study period and whether change accelerated in recent years. Imagery details are provided in 

Table 3.11. Eight images met the criteria (late-summer imagery with low cloud cover and high 

resolution) and are reasonably distributed over the study period, with the longest gap between 

images being seven years. The firn limit was found by taking the average elevation of the 

boundary between the ice and firn, which were classified using supervised landcover 

classification. Establishing this boundary allowed for the calculation of the firn area and the total 

glacier area, which can be used to determine the firn area ratio, as shown in equation 3.13. The 

firn limit, firn area ratio, and the total glacier area were tested for temporal trends to determine 

whether there has been a statistically significant change over the study period.  

 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 (3.13) 
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Table 3.11: Satellite imagery metadata for firn limit analysis 

Year Acquisition 

Date 

Path, Row Product Cloud Cover 

(%) 

1984 August 3 55, 17 TM L1T 0 

1991 August 7 55, 17 TM L1T 1 

1993 August 21 54, 17 TM L1T 0 

1998 August 3 54, 17 TM L1T 8 

2004 August 18 55, 17 TM L1T 1 

2009 August 1 54, 17 TM L1T 5 

2010 August 3 55, 17 ETM+ L1T 0 

2014 August 15 54, 17 OLI TIRNS 

L1T 

1 

 

3.7 Statistical Analysis 

3.7.1 Statistical Indices 

Statistical indices were used to assess how well the reanalyses matched observations. These were 

the coefficient of determination, R2, mean bias error, MBE, and root mean square error, RMSE. 

R2 is found using the package “base” included in R (R Core Team, 2015). MBE and RMSE were 

found using the package “hydroGOF” by Zambrano-Bigiarini (2014) as shown by the following 

equations: 

 𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑂𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1  (3.14) 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑂𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖)2
𝑁
𝑖=1  (3.15) 

where 𝑂𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 represent the observed and predicted values, respectively, and 𝑁 represents the 

number of observed and predicted value pairs.  

3.7.2 Trend Tests 

Both the meteorological data and the model output were tested for significant trends at varying 

time scales using the nonparametric rank-based Mann-Kendall (MK) statistical trend test. 
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Originally developed by Mann (1945) and Kendall (1975), this test has been shown to be robust 

in handing seasonality, non-normal distributions, and missing values – issues frequently 

encountered with hydrological time series (Hirsch and Slack, 1984). This test has been widely 

applied in hydrological studies (Yue et al., 2002). Before applying the MK trend test, a dataset 

must be tested for autocorrelation, which is the cross-correlation of between values at different 

points in a time series. Where autocorrelation is present, there can be a significant influence on 

trend test results (Yue et al., 2002). Trends were considered significant under the MK test at p < 

0.05. The autocorrelation test and the MK trend test were done using the R packages “R Stats” 

(R Core Team, 2012) and “Kendall” (McLeod, 2011), respectively. Where trends were present, 

the slope was computed using a Thiel-Sen estimate of slope for a vector using the R package 

“zyp” (Bronaugh and Werner, 2013). 

The approach for the MK test described here is obtained from Yue et al. (2002) and Sheikh and 

Bahremand (2011). The null hypothesis 𝐻0 declares the data (𝑋1, 𝑋2… ,𝑋𝑛) are independent and 

identically distributed. The alternative hypothesis 𝐻1 declares a monotonic trend exists in the 

data. The test statistic, 𝑆, is calculated for a dataset of length 𝑛 by: 

 𝑆 = ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑋𝑗 − 𝑋𝑖)
𝑛
𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑛−1
𝑖=1  (3.16) 

where 𝑋𝑗 and 𝑋𝑖 represent the sequential data and for 𝜃 = 𝑋𝑗 − 𝑋𝑖: 

 𝑠𝑛𝑔(𝜃) = {

1 𝑖𝑓 𝜃 > 0
0 𝑖𝑓 𝜃 = 0
−1 𝑖𝑓 𝜃 < 0

 (3.17) 

Which states that a positive 𝑆 indicates an upward trend and a negative 𝑆 indicates a downward 

trend.  

The variance of 𝑆 is calculated using the following equation. The mean of 𝑆 is zero.  

 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑆) =
𝑛(𝑛−1)(2𝑛+5)−∑ 𝑡𝑖(𝑖)(𝑖−1)(2𝑖+5)

𝑚
𝑖=1

18
 (3.18) 

where 𝑚 is the number of tied groups, which each have 𝑡𝑖 tied observations. 

The standardized test statistic 𝑍 is determined by: 
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 𝑍 =

{
 
 

 
 

𝑆−1

√𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑆)
 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 > 0

0                𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0
𝑆+1

√𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑆)
 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 < 0

 (3.19) 

If |𝑍| < 𝑍1−𝛼/2, 𝐻0 should be accepted. 

 

3.8 Teleconnections to Atmospheric Variability 

Climate teleconnections to spatially and temporally large-scale ocean-atmosphere circulation 

patterns including the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Arctic Oscillation (AO) (or Northern 

Hemisphere Annular Mode, NAM), and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) have been shown 

to exert influence on hydroclimatic variables including temperature, precipitation, glacier mass 

balance, and streamflow in the northwestern regions of North America (Moore and McKendry, 

1996; Spence, 2002; Meier et al., 2003; Woo and Thorne, 2003; Fleming et al., 2006; Demuth 

and Keller, 2006; Burn, 2008; Demuth et al., 2008; Whitfield et al., 2010; Fleming and Dahlke, 

2014).  

The PDO is characterized by decadal-scale shifts in atmospheric circulation manifested by the 

covariability between the North Pacific sea surface temperature and sea level pressure patterns 

(Mantua et al., 1997). A positive PDO index, the “warm phase”, is produced by above-average-

temperatures in the equatorial Pacific and below-average temperatures in the North Pacific. The 

opposite occurs when the PDO index is negative. PDO phases can last for 20 to 30 years, with 

the most recent shift to the positive phase occurring in the mid-1970s. The PDO index was 

obtained from the Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (JISAO) 

(http://research.jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest).  

The SOI, which measures the strength of the El Niño Southern Oscillation, is based on the 

observed sea level pressure differences between Darwin, Australia and Tahiti (Trenberth, 1976). 

The SOI index was obtained from NOAA (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/soi). 

Positive PDO and negative SOI is correlated with decreased snow accumulation, decreased 

streamflow, decreased precipitation, and increased air temperature. Negative PDO and positive 
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SOI is correlated with increased precipitation, increased streamflow, and decreased air 

temperatures (Whitfield et al., 2010).  

The AO is characterized by the symmetric wind fields between the polar cap region and a 

latitude of 45°N (Lorens, 1951; Wallace and Thompson, 1998). The AO manifests as below-

average temperatures in the Arctic during the positive phase and above-average temperatures in 

the Arctic during the negative phase. The AO index was obtained from NOAA 

(http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_ao_index/monthly.ao.index.b50.c

urrent.ascii.table). Monthly values of climate indices were obtained on July 12, 2016 from the 

websites given. 

This analysis used corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses – temperature and precipitation from 1980 

to 2015 – and model output to determine whether there are teleconnections with the PDO, SOI, 

and AO. This analysis followed the work of Bonsal et al. (2001), St. Jacques et al. (2010), and 

Harder et al. (2015). A Generalized Least Squares (GLS) model determined whether there was a 

correlation between a climate anomaly and hydro-meteorological data. Mean winter (November 

to March) indices were compared to the mean values for the subsequent year, the significance 

criterion was set at p = 0.05. This analysis used the R package for GLS, “nlme”, by Pinheiro et 

al. (2012) and Theil-Sen “WRS” by Wilcox and Schönbrodt (2013). 
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3.9 Summary 

The methods described in this section provide analyses to evaluate the impact of climate change, 

reduced glacier cover, and increased ice exposure on headwater streamflow generation in the 

Bologna Glacier basin. Outcomes include: 

1. A corrected 36 year meteorological record for the Bologna Glacier; 

2. Quantification of glacier area and surface facies change between 1984 and 2015; 

3. A detailed assessment of the evolution of the firn limit and glacier area over time;  

4. Trend identification in driving meteorology and hydro-glaciological outputs from the 

model over 36 years; 

5. Identification of teleconnections with spatially and temporally large scale atmospheric 

variability including the PDO, AO, and SOI; 

6. Basin water budget over 36 years for historical and contemporary glacier configurations; 

7. Quantification of glacier wastage and melt contributions to streamflow; 

8. An evaluation of how changes to glacier size and surface facies configuration affect 

water budget components;  

9. Calculated annual and cumulative glacier mass balance over 36 years; 

10. An analysis of whether glacier configuration affects the annual hydrograph; and 

11. Quantification of glacier wastage and melt and their contribution to streamflow over the 

study period on the South Nahanni River at Virginia Falls.  

These outcomes provide a comprehensive assessment of glacier change and corresponding 

hydrological change in a northern continental glacierized basin. They illustrate the sensitivity of 

the glacier-hydrological regime to changes in climate and allow for the exploration of whether 

the observed loss of firn has influenced melt rates and patterns. The satellite imagery analysis 

demonstrates whether the rise in the firn limit occurred gradually over time or if it rose rapidly in 

recent years.   
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Climate  

The downscaled and bias corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses were evaluated to determine the 

average precipitation and temperature record over 36 years. The average annual daily maximum, 

mean, and minimum temperatures at the Bologna Glacier for 1980 to 2015 are -4.3°C, -6.6°C, 

and -8.6°C, respectively. To calculate these values, daily minimum, mean, and maximum 

temperature were averaged over the hydrological year spanning from October 1st to September 

30th. The average monthly temperature is shown in Figure 4.1. Average annual precipitation was 

583 mm, 28% falling as rain (161 mm) and 72% falling as snow (422 mm). These values are 

shown as monthly fractions in Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.1: Average monthly temperature at the Bologna Glacier (1980 – 2015) from bias 

corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 
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Figure 4.2: Average monthly precipitation at the Bologna Glacier (1980 – 2015) from bias 

corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 

4.1.1 Historical Variability of Select Hydroclimatic Variables 

There were no statistically significant annual trends in the corrected ERA-Interim temperature or 

precipitation from 1980 to 2015. As shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the p-values all exceed the 

significance criterion of 0.05 under the Mann-Kendall trend test. There were also no trends in the 

rainfall or snowfall components of precipitation.  However, the rainfall ratio over the study 

period was found to be increasing significantly (p = 0.018), as shown in Figure 4.5. The blue line 

indicates a significant linear trend. 

 

Figure 4.3: Minimum, mean, and maximum annual daily temperatures for the Bologna Glacier 

(hydrological years 1980-2015) from bias corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 
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Figure 4.4: Annual precipitation at the Bologna Glacier (hydrological years 1980-2015) from 

bias corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 

 

Figure 4.5: Rainfall ratio of annual precipitation at the Bologna Glacier (hydrological years 

1980-2015) from bias corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 

Further testing for sub-annual trends revealed seasonal trends in temperature and precipitation. 

The average daily maximum summer (June, July, August) temperatures have increased by 

0.54°C (p = 0.025), as shown in Figure 4.6. There were no trends in the average daily mean or 

average daily minimum summer temperatures. Total spring (March, April, May) precipitation 

has decreased by 24.0 mm (p = 0.027), as shown in Figure 4.7.  

Trend line 
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Figure 4.6: Average daily maximum summer (June, July, August) temperatures for 1979-2015 

from bias corrected ERA-Interim reanalyses 

  

Figure 4.7: Total spring (March, April, May) precipitation for 1979-2015 from bias corrected 

ERA-Interim reanalyses 

 

4.2 Glacier Change 

4.2.1 Area and Surface Facies Change 

Eight Landsat images, shown in Figure 4.8, were evaluated to determine how the glacier evolved 

over 30 years. Table 4.1 shows the glacier size, ice and firn coverage, firn limit, and firn ratio 

calculated using ArcMap 10.2.2 for each of the images. Because the 1985 DEM was used to 

calculate the average elevation of the firn limit for each year, these values are not representative 

of the true firn limit elevation since downwasting in the interim years could not be quantified. 

The Bologna Glacier’s total area decreased by 14% from 1984 to 2014 from 18.7 km2 to 16.0 

Trend line 

Trend line 
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km2. The toe of the glacier receded 700 m horizontally and rose 190 m vertically. The area of 

firn decreased by 51% (7.9 km2) and the exposed ice area increased by 158% (5.2 km2) between 

1984 and 2014. This significant change in the surface facies was concurrent with a rise in the firn 

limit of 204 m relative to the initial firn limit elevation. By comparing the on-glacier survey 

points collected in the field to the DEM from 1985, an approximate average decrease in the 

surface elevation of the glacier was found to be 42 m. The vertical accuracy of the DEM in this 

region is 5 to 15 m (Natural Resources Canada, 2013).  

Table 4.1: Glacier area and firn limit determined from Landsat imagery  

Year Glacier Area 

(km2) 

Ice Area 

(km2) 

Firn Area 

(km2) 

% Firn Cover Firn limit 

elevation 

from 1985 

DEM (m) 

1984 18.7 3.3 15.4 82.4 2057 

1991 18.0 3.3 14.7 81.6 2109 

1993 17.7 6.5 11.2 63.5 2186 

1998 16.6 6.1 10.6 63.6 2180 

2004 16.6 7.9 8.8 52.7 2220 

2009 16.6 4.8 11.8 71.3 2172 

2010 16.3 8.1 8.2 50.2 2235 

2014 16.0 8.5 7.5 47.1 2261 

2015* 16.0 16.0 0 0 - 

*2015 values are estimated from 2014 – assuming no change in glacier area and accounting for 

the observed loss of firn 
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Figure 4.8: False colour Landsat imagery of the Bologna Glacier from 1984 to 2014 (NB: 2015 is not included as there is no satellite 

imagery available for this year but there was an observed total loss of firn via field observations)
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Figure 4.9 shows that the glacier area is decreasing significantly at p = 0.00037. The majority of 

the area loss occurs between 1984 and 1998, followed by a period of constant glacier area 

between 1998 and 2009, after which the glacier continues to lose area.  

  

Figure 4.9: Glacier area calculated from Landsat imagery from 1984 to 2015 

Figure 4.10 shows that the firn limit is increasing significantly at p = 0.019. The rise is not 

monotonic, as the firn limit decreases slightly between 1993 and 1998, and again between 2004 

and 2009. Figure 4.11 shows that the firn area ratio is decreasing significantly at p = 0.049.  

  

Figure 4.10: Firn limit elevation calculated from Landsat imagery from 1984 to 2015  

 

Trend line 

Trend line 
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Figure 4.11: Firn area ratio calculated from Landsat imagery from 1984 to 2015 

 

4.2.2 Volume Change 

Glacier volume change was calculated using two methods: the first quantified glacier volume 

change in 1984 and 2014 using the volume-area scaling relationship (Section 2.4.2), the second 

quantified glacier volume change by running the model from 1984 to 2014 for each of the three 

model configurations. As noted in the literature review and methodology, the volume-area 

scaling relationship should typically be applied to an ensemble of glaciers, but can be applied to 

a single ice mass to determine an order of magnitude estimation (Bahr et al., 2015). The 

relationship is applied here to demonstrate that the model is producing results in a reasonable 

order of magnitude. Table 4.2 shows the results. 

  

Trend line 
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Table 4.2: Volume change from 1984 to 2014 for the Bologna Glacier, determined via V-A 

scaling and three model configurations 

Method Change in volume between 1984 

and 2014 (106 m3) 

V-A Scaling -310 ± 698 

1984 Model Configuration -257 

2014 Model Configuration -415 

2015 Model Configuration -491 

 

The volume change calculated using volume-area scaling was -310 ± 698 x 106 m3. The 

derivation of error in V-A scaling can be found in Appendix A. The volume change for the 1984, 

2014, and 2015 model configurations was -257, -415, and -491 x 106 m3, respectively. In each 

case, the glacier is shown to be losing mass, which corresponds with field observations and 

satellite imagery analysis. It is evident that the model results are of the same order of magnitude 

as volume change calculated from V-A scaling. The calculated volume change from V-A scaling 

falls within the range of modelled values.  

 

4.3 Glacier Hydrology  

4.3.1 Hydro-glaciological Trends 

Model output was tested for trends over 36 years (hydrological years 1980-2015, inclusive) for 

the three model configurations, as shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. Output tested included 

basin discharge, firn melt, ice melt, rainfall runoff, snowmelt, evapotranspiration, sublimation, 

and annual basin snow loss. Discharge increases significantly over the modelled time period for 

the 2014 and 2015 model configurations. Ice melt increases significantly over the modelled time 

period for the 1984 and 2014 model configurations. Evapotranspiration increases significantly in 

every model configuration. Annual peak volume and timing was also tested, with no significant 

trends found. In the 2015 configuration (Figure 4.14), firn melt is zero each year as there was no 

firn cover in that year.  
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Figure 4.12: Model output for the 1984 model configuration with Mann Kendall p-values shown 

for each variable (y-axes vary) 

 

Figure 4.13: Model output for the 2014 model configuration with Mann Kendall p-values shown 

for each variable (y-axes vary) 
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Figure 4.14: Model output for the 2015 model configuration (no firn) with Mann Kendall p-

values shown for each variable (y-axes vary) 

The annual fractions of snowmelt, ice melt, and firn melt contributions to discharge were 

calculated for each of the model configurations and were tested for trends. The fraction of ice 

melt compared to basin discharge was increasing significantly for the 1984 and 2014 model 

configurations (p = 0.0039 and p = 0.019), as shown in Figures 4.15, 4.16. The fraction of 

snowmelt compared to basin discharge was decreasing significantly for the 2014 model 

configurations (p = 0.0039), as shown in Figure 4.17.  
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Figure 4.15: Fraction of ice melt compared to total basin discharge for 1984 

model configuration 

 

Figure 4.16: Fraction of ice melt compared to total basin discharge for 2014 

model configuration 

 

Figure 4.17: Fraction of snowmelt compared to total basin discharge for 2014 

model configuration 

Trend line 

Trend line 

Trend line 
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4.3.2 Basin Water Budget 

The average annual basin water budget was calculated from the output of the model run from 

hydrological years 1980 to 2015 (inclusive) for the 1984, 2014, and 2015 model configurations. 

Quantities of the water budget are shown in Table 4.3, where values are given as totals for the 

basin in millimetres as an annual average over 36 years. The water budget is shown 

schematically in Figure 4.18, where quantities are shown in the same units for the basin as well 

as for the ice, firn, and land cover types. In the 2015 configuration, there is no firn land cover 

type since there was an observed loss of firn in the August 2015 field season. It is also important 

to note that in the 1984 configuration, the ice HRUs receive more rainfall but less overall 

precipitation than the land HRUs. While intuitively it would seem that the ice HRUs should 

receive more precipitation and less rainfall than the land HRUs, on average, the elevation of the 

ice HRUs is lower than that of the land HRUs in this configuration. This is because the ice 

HRUs in this configuration are relatively small (2.43 km2) and centralized in the basin whereas 

the land HRUs in this configuration are larger (5.76 km2) and contain the steep slopes of the 

northern and western edges of the basin (see Figure E.7 in Appendix E). 

In the 1984 model configuration, it is evident that the glacier is already in a state of negative 

annual balance, at -217 mm. This included a significant contribution from firn melt at 263 mm 

(35% of basin discharge) and a lesser contribution from ice melt at 113 mm (15% of basin 

discharge). Snowmelt runoff and rainfall runoff are also significant contributors to basin 

discharge at 218 mm (29%) and 151 mm (20%), respectively. Evapotranspiration, sublimation, 

and drift make up smaller fractions of the water budget at 10 mm, 44 mm, and 2 mm 

respectively.  

Significant change in many of the model output components is evident in comparing results from 

the 1984 and 2014 configuration model runs. Percent difference was found by taking the 

difference between two values divided by the original value from the 1984 configuration run. 

The change in modelled output can be attributed to changes in the glacier configuration given 

that the input meteorology remained the same. The overall net basin water budget became more 

negative by 95%, resulting in a budget of -425 mm. Total discharge increased by 27%, firn melt 

decreased by 72%, ice melt increased by 347%, and evapotranspiration increased by 47%. 

Snowmelt runoff and rainfall runoff changed less than 5%. Rainfall runoff increased slightly and 
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snowmelt runoff decreased slightly. Sublimation and net drift did not change substantially 

between the two configurations. The contribution from firn melt to streamflow in the 2014 

configuration averaged 8% of basin discharge whereas the contribution from ice melt was 53%. 

By modelling the glacier in the 2015 configuration, where the glacier area is held constant to 

2014 and all the firn is removed, there is change in the resulting model output. The basin water 

budget is increasingly negative, discharge and ice melt increase, and firn melt decreases 

significantly. Snowmelt runoff, rainfall runoff, evapotranspiration, sublimation, and basin net 

drift remain relatively constant compared to the 2014 configuration. 

Table 4.3: Water budget components given in average depth per basin area per year for three 

model configurations  

Flow per Basin Area (mm/year) Model Configuration 

1984 2014 2015 

Net Basin -217 -425 -515 

Firn Melt 263 74 0 

Ice Melt 113 504 668 

Snowmelt Runoff 218 213 212 

Rainfall Runoff 151 155 155 

Evapotranspiration 10 14 14 

Sublimation 44 43 43 

Drift 2 2 2 
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Figure 4.18: Average annual water budget for the 1984 model configuration, 2014 model 

configuration, and 2015 model configuration (no firn HRUs) for model run from 1980-2015; 

values are given as depth per HRU group (ice, firn, land) area of each configuration 

 

4.3.3 Glacier Mass Balance 

Annual net mass balance over 36 years is shown for each model configuration in Figure 4.19 and 

cumulative annual net mass balance is shown for each model configuration in Figure 4.20. The 

glacier’s overall loss over the modelled time period is between 9.0 and 20.3 m water equivalent. 

The average mass balance for the 1984, 2014, and 2015 configurations are -0.25 m, -0.47 m, and 

-0.56 m, respectively. In the 1980s, there are a few years of positive mass balance for all model 

configurations. The most positive mass balance is in 1980, 1986, and 1983 for the 1984, 2014, 

and 2015 configurations, respectively. From 1990 onwards, net mass balance remains distinctly 

negative for all configurations with a few exceptions. Between 1993 and 1998 there is a 

pronounced acceleration in the negative balance, followed by a somewhat less negative pattern.  
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Figure 4.19: Annual mass balance for the Bologna Glacier in three configurations 

from 1980 to 2015 

 

Figure 4.20: Annual cumulative mass balance for the Bologna Glacier in three 

configurations from 1980 to 2015 
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4.3.4 Glacier Wastage and Melt 

Glacier wastage and melt were calculated according to Comeau et al. (2009), as described in 

Section 2.1.2. Table 4.4 quantifies the average annual basin discharge, wastage, and melt. 

Overall, wastage accounted for 35%, 48%, and 53% of the 1984, 2014, and 2015 configuration 

discharge over 36 years, respectively. Melt accounted for 13%, 13%, and 12% of the 1984, 2014, 

and 2015 configuration discharge over 36 years, respectively. Figure 4.21 shows annual wastage, 

melt, and storage as compared to annual basin discharge for the 1984, 2014, and 2015 model 

configurations. These figures illustrate the relative annual proportions of glacier contribution to 

streamflow. It is evident that in years of positive mass balance (e.g. 1983, and 1987), there is net 

storage into the system in each configuration. In years of negative mass balance, wastage is often 

a significant portion of the basin yield while melt comprises a smaller or negligible proportion 

(e.g. 1998).  

Table 4.4: Total discharge, wastage, and melt contributions from the Bologna Glacier basin 

under three model configurations 1980 – 2015  

 1984 Configuration 2014 Configuration 2015 Configuration 

Average Basin Discharge 

(mm per basin area) 

745 948 1038 

Average Wastage (mm 

per basin area) (% 

discharge) 

261 (35%) 454 (48%) 545 (53%) 

Average Melt (mm per 

basin area) (% discharge) 

97.5 (13%) 121 (13%) 121 (12%) 
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Figure 4.21: Annual basin yield with wastage, melt, and storage superimposed for 

three model configurations 
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4.3.5 Hydrographs 

The daily hydrograph averaged over the study period for each model configuration is shown in 

Figure 4.22. The grey shading represents one standard deviation from the mean. It is evident that 

the 2014 and 2015 model configurations have more variation in volume and diurnal amplitude 

than the 1984 model configuration. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the annual hydrograph for the 

most positive mass balance year, 1987, and most negative mass balance year, 1998. The 1987 

hydrograph remains essentially the same in all three configurations, whereas the 1998 

hydrograph experiences vast changes in volume and diurnal amplitude between each of the three 

model configurations.  
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Figure 4.22: Average daily discharge from the Bologna Glacier basin by Julian day in three 

configurations; grey shading represents one standard deviation from the mean 
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Figure 4.23: Hourly discharge from the Bologna Glacier basin in 1987 (positive annual mass 

balance) for three configurations 
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Figure 4.24: Hourly discharge from the Bologna Glacier basin in 1998 (negative annual mass 

balance) for three configurations 
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4.4 Contribution to South Nahanni River Basin Flow at Virginia Falls 

Streamflow contribution to the South Nahanni River was quantified by comparing modelled 

discharge to the gauge measurements at Virginia Falls (map shown in Figure 3.2) from 

hydrological years 1980 to 2014, after which time Virginia Falls gauge measurements are 

unavailable. The Bologna Glacier covered 0.13% of the basin (14,500 km2) in 1984 and 0.11% 

of the basin in 2014/2015. The contribution to streamflow was calculated for the basin discharge 

and for the components of glacier wastage and melt combined on both an annual basis and 

during the summer months. Results are shown in Table 4.5. Overall, the wastage and melt 

contributions from the Bologna Glacier contributed 4.0% to 7.3% of the summertime flow of the 

South Nahanni River at Virginia Falls.  

Table 4.5: Average percentage contribution to streamflow simulated by CRHM for the Bologna 

Glacier for hydrological years 1980 – 2014 (inclusive) for three model configurations 

Model 

Configuration 

Basin 

Glacierized 

Area (%) 

Percentage basin 

contribution to 

streamflow 

Percentage wastage and 

melt contribution to 

streamflow 

Percentage wastage 

contribution to 

streamflow 

  Annual July – 

September 

Annual July – 

September  

Annual July - 

September 

1984 0.13 6.0 7.6 2.9 4.0 2.2 2.9 

2014 0.11 7.6 9.5 4.6 6.3 3.7 5.0 

2015 0.11 8.4 10 5.4 7.3 4.4 6.0 
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4.5 Teleconnections to PDO, AO, and SOI 

Temperature, precipitation, and model output (rainfall, snowfall, basin discharge, net basin drift, 

firn melt, mass balance, evapotranspiration, sublimation, ice melt, snowmelt, and rainfall runoff)  

for the basin value of each model configuration were tested for correlation with spatially and 

temporally large scale atmospheric anomalies. These included the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, 

Arctic Oscillation, Southern Oscillation Index, and an additional temporal trend test using the 

GLS method described in Section 3.8. It is important to note that the 36 years of meteorological 

input and model output are concurrent with the positive phase of the PDO (1977 to 2007) 

(Whitfield et al., 2010). The record may not be long enough to detect significant correlation to 

atmospheric anomalies. It was found that there were no teleconnections to temperature and 

precipitation. Rainfall and snowfall were also not correlated. None of the model outputs for each 

of the three configurations were correlated with any of the atmospheric anomalies.  
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5 DISCUSSION 

The Bologna Glacier has experienced rapid reduction in area and change in surface facies 

configuration over recent decades. The 14% decrease in area, 42 m average decrease in surface 

elevation, and drastic reduction in surface cover and volume (Section 4.2) correspond to similar 

glacier change observed throughout the Canadian Cordillera (Meier et al., 2003; DeBeer and 

Sharp, 2007; Demuth et al., 2008; Marshall et al., 2011). Demuth et al., (2014) observed a 30% 

contraction in glacier cover in the Greater Nahanni Ecosystem between 1982 and 2008, noting 

that larger glaciers generally experienced lesser fractional area loss than smaller glaciers.  

While the decrease in area of the Bologna Glacier is significant (p = 0.00037), the change in the 

surface facies over the study period is also drastic. The firn limit experienced a significant rise  

(p = 0.019) over the study period. The firn area ratio correspondingly experienced significant 

decline (p = 0.0049). Firn covered 82% of the glacier in 1984 and was reduced to 47% of the 

glacier in 2014. In August of 2015 and 2016 it was observed that there was no firn cover on the 

glacier. The firn limit rise can be approximated as 246 m, including approximately 42 m of 

downwasting over the 30 year period. An analysis of the firn limit progression over time (Table 

4.1 and Figures 4.8 to 4.11) showed that it experienced a mainly monotonic rise throughout the 

study period.  

The annual mass balance shown annually and cumulatively in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, 

respectively, illustrate that the glacier mass balance is in a primarily negative state in all three 

model configurations. The cumulative mass balance ranges between -9.0 m and -20.3 m water 

equivalent between configurations. This range provides an envelope estimate of the mass 

balance. These results are consistent with the regional annual glacier mass balance for 

Northwestern America (Figure 3.4), which shows the whole Cordillera region was in a state of 

strong negative mass balance from the late 1970s onwards, with the exception of slightly positive 

mass balance in 2000 and 2001. Modelled results are therefore in general agreement with the 

regional state of glacier mass balance for the Cordillera.   

The volume change of the glacier between 1984 and 2014 was calculated as -310 ± 698 x 106 m3 

using volume-area scaling. The modelled volume change was -257, -415, and -491 x 106 m3 for 

the 1984, 2014, and 2015 model configurations, respectively. While the error in the calculated 
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volume change is very high, it is evident that modelled results fall within this error, and that the 

model results are in the same order of magnitude of the calculated volume. While there are no 

long term direct discharge measurements with which to validate the model, this comparison 

indicates that the model is producing results within the actual range of the glacier volume 

change.  

Modelled results showed an increasing trend in annual discharge in the 2014 and 2015 model 

configurations and an increasing trend in ice melt for the 1984 and 2014 model configurations 

(Section 4.3.1). Evapotranspiration was increasing significantly for each of the three model 

configurations. There were no temporal trends in any of the model configurations for firn melt, 

rainfall runoff, snowmelt, or sublimation. Trends in the driving meteorology (increasing 

maximum summer temperature, decreasing total spring precipitation, and increasing rainfall 

ratio) can help to explain trends in model results. Increasing maximum summer temperatures 

increase melt energy when ice exposure is at a maximum, therefore increasing ice melt and total 

discharge. Likewise, decreasing total spring precipitation and an increasing rainfall ratio cause 

earlier melt to snowpack on the glacier, leading to earlier ice exposure and a longer time period 

over which ice melt occurs. The same trends do not occur for firn melt, likely because firn has a 

higher albedo than ice and therefore firn requires more energy to melt than ice. The snowfall and 

rainfall volumes are not changing significantly, and therefore there are no trends in snowmelt or 

rainfall runoff reflected in the model results. However, the increasing trend in rainfall ratio and 

decreasing total spring precipitation indicate that the timing of the melt may be changing over 

the study period. Overall, the increase in ice exposure for the contemporary (2014, 2015) model 

configurations compared to the historical (1984) model configuration show the increasing 

hydrological sensitivity of the Bologna Glacier basin. The loss of firn and lower glacier albedo in 

the contemporary configurations can cause larger amplitude flows, more runoff, faster depletion 

of winter snow cover, and the lack of firn causes faster throughflow of water. Increased 

temperature and decreased precipitation will further exacerbate these consequences in the future.  

While the model results indicate trends in ice melt and discharge in some of the model 

configurations, these trends are not observed consistently throughout each run. The modelling 

methods did not account for changing glacier coverage within the run: modelling the glacier in 

three configurations over 36 years allowed the determination of margin of model output, but not 
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the actual output itself. Because of the rapid increase in the firn line, it is likely that there was a 

corresponding trend in the actual discharge of the glacier. To further understand the glacier 

contribution to streamflow, the basin water budget and glacier mass balance were examined, as 

well an analysis of the melt and wastage contributions to discharge, similar to Hopkinson and 

Young (1998) and Comeau et al. (2009).  

The basin water budget (Section 4.3.2) shows that the glacier was in a state of negative balance 

in the 1984 configuration. The budget became increasingly more negative with each subsequent 

model configuration. In the 1984 model configuration, the net basin budget was -217 mm/year. 

The 2014 and 2015 model configurations were -425 mm/year and -515 mm/year, respectively. 

This was concurrent with an increase in overall discharge, ice melt, evapotranspiration, 

decreasing firn melt, and relatively stable snowmelt runoff, rainfall runoff, sublimation, and drift 

between subsequent model configurations. Increased ice melt is caused by the greater area of 

exposed low-albedo ice, which accelerates melt rates. The increase in evapotranspiration is due 

to the increased land area: more vegetation and water ponding leading to increased ET. Firn melt 

decreased significantly between the model configurations, given the drastic reduction in the area 

of firn available for melting. In the 1984 configuration, there is a significantly higher 

contribution to flow from firn melt than ice melt, as compared to the 2014 configuration, where 

there is a significantly higher contribution from ice melt than firn melt. This shift is due to the 

rising firn limit and the increasing area of exposed ice. Snowmelt runoff, rainfall runoff, 

sublimation, and drift remained relatively the same throughout each model configuration. It is 

logical that these components remain the same throughout each model configuration because the 

driving meteorology – snowfall, rainfall, and wind – is the same throughout the configurations. 

While there may be some change in the timing of the snowmelt and rainfall runoff contributions, 

the totals are likely to remain roughly the same.  

Glacier melt and wastage were calculated according to Comeau et al. (2009). By the definitions, 

melt is a storage term whereas wastage is ice loss due to any negative net mass balance. Figures 

4.21 to 4.23 show that the quantity of wastage and melt can vary considerably year to year and 

depend on whether the glacier is in a state of positive or negative mass balance. In years of 

positive mass balance, the discharge is composed of neither wastage nor melt and the glacier 

stores snowfall in the system. Wastage alone is shown to be a significant contributor to total 
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basin discharge, ranging from 35 – 53% of basin discharge. This agrees with other studies that 

have found significant contributions from glacier wastage (Hopkinson and Young, 1998; Demuth 

et al., 2008; Comeau et al., 2009). Melt contributed a lesser amount to basin discharge, and 

remained a relatively constant percentage of basin discharge at 12 – 13%, which also agree with 

the literature. The wastage contributions increased significantly over time, while the melt 

contributions remained constant. This indicates that the driver behind the increasingly negative 

mass balance in the three configurations is due to the increased wastage contributions. 

The analysis of the average daily hydrograph (Figures 4.24) and the annual hydrographs for a 

highly positive (1987) and a highly negative (1998) mass balance year (Figures 4.25, and 4.26) 

demonstrate the impact of glacier contributions on streamflow. The hydrographs from 1987 

showed little difference in the three model configurations while the hydrographs from 1998 

showed vast differences in the diurnal amplitude of discharge between model configurations. In 

the average daily hydrograph, it is evident that for the model configuration with the highest ice 

exposure (2015), there is more variability in streamflow than for the model configuration with 

the lowest ice exposure (1984). These hydrograph characteristics have been widely observed in 

the literature (Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996; Hock et al., 2005; Schuster and Young, 2006). 

The change in amplitude and timing is a result of increased ice exposure and the efficient 

removal of meltwater due to a continuously developing drainage system (Singh and Singh, 2001; 

Schuster and Young, 2006). 

To determine the overall impact of the Bologna Glacier on the South Nahanni River, the 

discharge volume of each model configuration was compared to the flow volume of the South 

Nahanni River at the Virginia Falls gauge over the study period. The margin of glacier 

contribution to streamflow is 6.0 – 8.4% annually and 7.6% – 10% during the summer months. 

The margin of contribution from wastage only is 2.2 – 4.4% annually and 2.9 – 6.0% during the 

summer months. This calculation assumes that all of the discharge from the Bologna Glacier 

basin is transported the full length of the South Nahanni River to the gauge at Virginia Falls. It is 

likely that a portion of this flow would be lost to groundwater given that this region is highly 

karstic (Ford, 2009). However, this groundwater flow would eventually reconnect with the South 

Nahanni River since long distance groundwater flow is negligible. Given that the glacier area 

comprises 0.11 – 0.13% of the South Nahanni River basin (14500 km2), the Bologna Glacier 
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basin contribution to flow is high compared to contributions measured and published in the 

regional glaciological literature. Figure 5.1 is reproduced from Comeau et al. (2009). It shows 

the percentage wastage contribution to streamflow as a function of basin glacierized area for 

several glaciers of varying size throughout the North and South Saskatchewan River basins. 

Comeau et al. (2009) demonstrated that a glacier covering approximately 0.1% of a basin 

contributes less than 5% of the total streamflow from glacier wastage on both an annual and 

summer basis. Specifically, the Ram River basin is 0.2% glacierized and glacier wastage 

comprised 1.6% of summertime streamflow. The Highwood River basin is 0.1% glacierized and 

glacier wastage comprised 1.4% of summertime streamflow (Comeau et al., 2009). In this study, 

both the annual and summertime wastage contributions to streamflow fall below 5% for each 

model configuration, except the summertime wastage contribution for the 2015 model 

configuration falls above 5%. The modelled contributions from wastage are likely to be high due 

to the fact that neither firn nor melt is ever depleted in the model. Each year it is replenished so 

as to circumvent the lack of glacier dynamics. In reality, the firn layers would eventually 

disappear and the ice volume would decrease, limiting melt over time.  

 

Figure 5.1: Percentage glacier wastage contribution to streamflow (1975–1998) compared to 

percentage basin glacierized area (average 1975 and 1998 area) (From Comeau et al., 2009, 

reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2009) 
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The teleconnections analysis demonstrated that there were no correlations found between the 

PDO, SOI, or AO and the temperature and precipitation record or the modelled results over the 

study period. The study period of 36 years (1980 – 2015) is concurrent with the positive phase of 

the PDO (1977 to 2007) (Whitfield et al., 2010). The record may not be long enough to detect 

significant correlation to atmospheric anomalies. Other regional and related glacier studies have 

found correlation of hydrological, climatological, and glaciological variables to atmospheric 

circulation patterns. Moore and Demuth (2001) found that the winter and net balances at Place 

Glacier in British Columbia were correlated with the PDO. Demuth and Keller (2006) noted that 

a reduction in winter snowfall occurred after the PDO shift, causing primarily negative net mass 

balance for Peyto Glacier in Alberta after 1976. Burn et al. (2004) investigated whether there 

were teleconnections of hydrological variables with the PDO in the Liard River basin, which is a 

non-glacierized basin just to the south of the South Nahanni River basin. They found that there 

was a relationship between the PDO and winter flows, the annual minimum flow, the timing of 

the spring freshet, and the timing of the spring maximum flow event. Regime shifts in both the 

PDO and AO have been observed in the mass balance time series for both the Gulkana and 

Wolverine Glaciers in Alaska (Hodge et al., 1998). Each of these studies used data from the 

1960s, extending before the PDO shift occurred. Fleming et al. (2005) found that the annual 

glacier signal was correlated to the positive phase of the AO for glaciers in northern British 

Columbia and western Yukon. Gardner and Sharp (2007) found that the PDO had little to no 

effect on regional glacier mass balance in the Canadian High Arctic. They found no correlation 

between regional glacier mass balance and the AO but found the regional mass balance to be 

significantly correlated to the July AO.  

Results discussed thus far can help to illustrate the complex interrelationships between the 

glacier area and surface facies, climate, and streamflow. The altitude of the ELA at the end of the 

ablation season is strongly linked to glacier mass balance (Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996; 

Braithwaite and Raper, 2009) and several studies have linked the effects of the rising ELA on 

glacier meltwater production. While the firn limit established in this project is likely to be lower 

than the true ELA, similar melt patterns occur with a rising firn limit as with a rising ELA as 

both the ELA and firn limit are tools to quantify changing surface facies. Braun and Escher-

Vetter (1996) observed decreasing firn coverage from 70% in the early 1980s to 10% in 1994, 

which coincided with a period of increased glacier runoff and sustained negative net mass 
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balance and a small decrease in glacier area. Moore and Demuth (2001) studied the effect of 

climate variability and change on glacier streamflow response. They observed a marked decrease 

in August runoff following significant firn depletion prior to the study period, and they suggested 

that the “transient response of glacier runoff to climatic fluctuations may be strongly conditioned 

by the initial extent of firn coverage”. Increased streamflow from glaciers over several decades 

has been observed in numerous studies (Meier, 1984; Braun and Escher-Vetter, 1996; Hopkinson 

and Young, 1998) as well as decreasing streamflow from glaciers (Demuth and Pietroniro, 2003; 

Stahl and Moore, 2006; Rood et al., 2008). These later studies have shown that the ephemeral 

period of augmented glacier flow will eventually reach a threshold where area-wise reductions 

then limit meltwater production from the glacier, and meltwater volumes will continuously 

decline. The true discharge of the Bologna Glacier basin cannot be directly assessed from the 

model output; however, results indicate that over three decades, average annual basin discharge 

increases with each subsequent model configuration. Additionally, there were increasing trends 

in modelled discharge and ice melt. This suggests that glacier discharge is in the phase of rising 

discharge prior to being limited by the reduction in area. It is predicted that due to the complete 

loss of firn cover in the past two years (2015, 2016), flow from the glacier will eventually 

decline as the ice volume limits meltwater production.  

The results from this study confirm and extend findings of recent research conducted on glacier 

hydrology in the Canadian Cordillera. However, there are some limitations of the study given the 

data available and the methodology. There were no trends in the total annual precipitation or 

average annual temperature in the corrected reanalyses. These findings are not supported by 

other research in the northern region: several studies have shown both temperature (IPCC, 2013; 

Liu et al., 2007; Vincent et al., 2015) and precipitation (IPCC, 2013; Vincent et al., 2015) to be 

increasing significantly. However, these studies used valley bottom stations at low elevations, 

which may experience different climate forcing than high altitude stations, such as those at the 

Bologna Glacier. The climate of alpine regions is highly complex due to interaction of the 

mountains and the circulation of the atmosphere. The interannual variability of temperature can 

be much higher for mountain regions and some studies have found little trend in precipitation in 

mountain regions (Beniston et al., 1997). While there were no trends in the average annual 

temperature or total annual precipitation, other trends were found in the driving meteorology. 

The rainfall ratio was found to be increasing significantly (p = 0.021) and two seasonal trends 
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found in the corrected reanalyses: maximum daily summer temperature increased significantly (p 

= 0.025) and total spring precipitation decreased significantly (p = 0.027). The warm summer 

temperatures are likely to accelerate albedo decay and melt. The lower spring precipitation is 

likely to cause early ablation and albedo decay of the spring snow cover resulting in exposure of 

ice. A precipitation regime with an increasing proportion of rainfall causes less solid 

precipitation to be stored in the glacier system.  

Uncertainty in quantifying the firn limit is attributed to the relative ambiguity of the ice-firn 

boundary in the satellite imagery. For example, in in 1998 and 2004 (Figure 4.8), there is a wide 

band of the glacier where the area of firn and ice appear to be mixed. This is commonly seen 

where glaciers are in a state of negative mass balance, since a rising snowline tends to be more 

indistinct that than a descending snowline, especially when it rises above the firn limit. Using 

spectral bands which best differentiate snow and ice helps to differentiate these areas (Hall et al., 

1987); however, there is still ambiguity. For the modelling set-up, these areas were classified as 

thinner layers of firn. To maintain consistency with the modelling analysis, these areas were 

classified as firn in the firn limit analysis.  

Additional limitations in this project stem from the glacier module in the CRHM platform. The 

model does not include ice dynamics and so cannot dynamically evolve glacier geometry: the 

area does not change with respect to time, the firn limit remains in the same location, and ice 

cannot flow from one HRU to another. These are fundamental glacier processes and impact the 

response of a glacier undergoing changes in forcing meteorology. Many studies simply model 

glaciers in fixed configurations, which cannot accurately represent glacier discharge with respect 

to the changing glacier configuration. To partially overcome the limitations of the glacier 

module, the model was set up such that it represented the glacier in three configurations, and the 

driving meteorology remained constant for the three configurations. While this method cannot 

produce truly accurate discharge estimates, it does provide an envelope of discharge within 

which measured results should fall. An additional problem with running the model over decades 

in the same configuration is that the accumulation zone collects a falsely high volume of 

snowfall and the ablation zone continuously melts. The increase in snowfall in the accumulation 

zone is caused by incremental increases in elevation, leading to higher snowfall. The effect is 

minimal for short time scales but the error accumulates over time. In reality, the glacier flow will 
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redistribute ice from higher elevation areas to lower elevation areas due to basal sliding and ice 

deformation, essentially trying to maintain an equilibrium condition. To partially overcome this 

problem, the model is re-set every year to its original state. The key issue with this is the state of 

the glacier at the end of the hydrological year will have no effect on the following year, meaning 

that any compounding positive feedbacks will not be represented by the model. Any snowfall 

remaining on the glacier at the hydrological year’s end will not be converted into firn and any net 

loss of ice will not be taken into account. Given that the glacier is predominantly in a state of net 

mass loss, it is unlikely that there would be a significant volume of firn added to the system over 

the study period. Because any ice and firn lost is replenished at the start of the next hydrological 

year, the volume of ice and firn available for melting may be falsely high, and will effectively 

never deplete, unless it does so within one hydrological year. Positive feedbacks are frequently 

seen in where melting ice is concerned: greater areas of exposed ice result in a lower albedo, 

which further accelerates melt, and so on. This feedback scenario cannot be represented by the 

model due to the lack of continuity and dynamic surface facies representation. This limitation is 

partially overcome by modelling the glacier in three configurations to provide an envelope of 

model output. 

There is uncertainty in the driving meteorology that cannot be quantified due to the lack of long 

term meteorological records. However, testing of ERA-Interim reanalyses against AWS stations 

showed results that were consistent with those shown in the literature on the quality of ERA-

Interim data (Betts et al., 2009; Krogh et al., 2015; Vuichard and Papale, 2015). Additionally, 

ERA-Interim assimilates upper air measurements that surround the Bologna Glacier basin at 

Norman Wells and Whitehorse, which allows for relatively accurate representations of 

downscaled climate data. The comparison of ERA-Interim temperature and long term 

meteorological observations at Macmillan Pass, YK (Environment Canada and Yukon 

Government stations) and Tungsten, NWT showed that ERA-Interim provides accurate hourly 

temperature (R2 = 0.95, 0.94, and 0.96, respectively). This was similarly true of the short term 

hourly temperature observations at the Bologna Glacier (R2 = 0.87), in addition to vapour 

pressure (R2 = 0.87) and shortwave radiation (R2 = 0.77), as shown in Section 3.2.1. This is 

consistent with findings in the literature (Betts et al., 2009; Vuichard and Papale, 2015). 

However, agreement for wind speed (no statistical correlation at the hourly time step) and 

precipitation (no statistical correlation at the daily time step) tends to be poor, as noted in other 
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studies of reanalyses against field observations (Krogh et al., 2015; Vuichard and Papale, 2015). 

Testing ERA-Interim reanalyses against other stations with long term precipitation observations 

showed that ERA-Interim provides fairly accurate precipitation on an annual basis (R2 = 0.79, 

0.85, and 0.49, for Macmillan Pass YG, EC, and Tungsten, respectively). However, these R2 

values are likely affected by the challenges and limitations of collecting high quality 

precipitation measurements in remote locations. Especially at Tungsten, there were a high 

percentage of observations missing and the gauge type was undocumented, which made wind 

undercatch corrections impossible. Overall, ERA-Interim was shown to be a suitable option for 

this site, given the lack of any long term meteorological observations with which to drive the 

model.   
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Dramatic changes to the size and surface configuration of the Bologna Glacier since the 1980s 

have had a significant impact on headwater streamflow generation in the basin. The complex 

inter-relationships between the glacier area and changing surface facies, climate, and streamflow 

have been examined via remote sensing, hydrological modelling, and statistical analysis.  

The effect of climate change, reduced glacier cover, and increased ice exposure on headwater 

streamflow generation at the Bologna Glacier has been substantial. Glacier area decreased by 

14% from 1984 to 2014 (30 years). Firn coverage was reduced from 82% to 47% over the same 

time period, and disappeared entirely by 2015. There was a shift in discharge contribution from 

substantial firn melt contributions to substantial ice melt contributions between the 1984 and 

2014/2015 model configurations. The glacier was in a state of net negative mass balance in the 

1984 configuration and became increasingly negative with each subsequent model configuration, 

concurrent with an increase in total basin discharge. Overall, there was a substantial contribution 

to streamflow from glacier wastage in all three configurations. The summertime wastage 

contribution to streamflow at the Virginia Falls gauge in the South Nahanni River ranged from 

2.9 to 6.0% from 1980 to 2014. The results indicate that the glacier was in a state of ephemeral 

increasing discharge as the firn limit rose. It is predicted that because the firn has disappeared 

completely, the glacier area will eventually limit the amount of meltwater produced, and a 

continuous decline in glacier discharge will occur over the next decades.  

Short-term in situ meteorological observations were used to bias correct and downscale a climate 

reanalysis product to construct a 36 year meteorological record at a remote northern mountain 

site. There were no significant trends in the reconstructed data for annual average maximum, 

mean, and minimum temperature or for annual total precipitation. However, both the rainfall 

ratio and the average daily maximum summer temperatures were found to be increasing 

significantly over the study period. Total spring precipitation was found to be decreasing 

significantly over the study period. The trends in driving meteorology were, in some cases, 

reflected in the modelled basin discharge and ice melt but not in the modelled firn melt, 

snowmelt, rainfall runoff, sublimation, or drift. There were no teleconnections with large scale 

atmospheric circulation patterns including those described by the SOI, AO, and PDO.  
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6.1 Recommendations for Further Work  

The Bologna Glacier is a recent addition to the glacier monitoring and assessment reference 

network operated by Natural Resources Canada/Geological Survey of Canada and their partner 

agencies. It is an important contribution towards the study of energy and water fluxes in 

Canada’s northern continental regions. Given that this glacier is a new addition to the network 

and its location in a remote and inaccessible basin, there have been few measurements made 

within the basin and region. The main limitation in this study was the lack of long term 

hydrometric and spatial data for parameterising, driving, and validating the model. The most 

beneficial contributions of data for this purpose would be to acquire LiDAR data to generate a 

contemporary high resolution DEM, to acquire glacier-thickness measurements using ground-

penetrating radar, and the initiation of streamflow measurements supplemented by tracer studies 

to determine how groundwater moves within the basin. 

Limitations in the glacier module could be overcome by including the capability to dynamically 

readjust the glacier geometry. This would limit the need for the steps taken to account for the 

static glacier configuration including running the model in three configurations and resetting the 

model to the original glacier configuration each subsequent year. Rather than providing an 

envelope of output between two configurations, as in this study, incorporating glacier dynamics 

would allow for a continuous estimation of model output. 
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APPENDIX A: Equations and Derivations 

Aerodynamic Roughness Height of Glacier Ice 

The aerodynamic roughness height, 𝑧0, of the glacier was calculated without (Method I) and with 

(Method II) a stability correction. For this analysis, a subset of the on-ice station observations 

were used. Hourly observations were analyzed and the analysis was performed on containing 

conventional wind and temperature profiles (T2 < T1 and U2 > U1), where T denotes hourly 

temperature, U denotes wind speed, and the subscripts 2 and 1 denote the upper and lower 

measurement locations, respectively. This left roughly 200 time steps for analysis. 

Method I: 

The Prandtl-von Kármán Wind Speed Profile is given by  

 𝑢𝑧 =
𝑢∗

ĸ
ln

𝑧−𝑑0

𝑧0
 (A.1) 

Where, 𝑢𝑧 is the wind speed at height z, 𝑢∗ is the friction velocity, ĸ is the von Kármán constant 

(0.4), 𝑑 is the displacement height 0.67 × ℎ𝑣𝑒𝑔 (Prueger and Kustas, 2005), 𝑧0 is the 

aerodynamic roughness height. The vegetation height, ℎ𝑣𝑒𝑔, was estimated to be 0.5 m, based on 

the observed glacier surface surrounding the on-ice meteorological station. For a mast with two 

wind measurement heights, this equation can also be written as 

 (𝑢2 − 𝑢1) =
𝑢∗

ĸ
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑧2−𝑑0

𝑧1−𝑑0
) (A.2)  

Where the subscripts denote the upper (9.2 m) and lower (1.4 m) measurement heights. 

Using the observations and an assumed 𝑑0, the friction velocity was determined. The roughness 

height, 𝑧0, was then calculated. Results are shown below. 
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Method II: 

Flux Equations 

The flux equations for friction velocity, 𝑢∗ and sensible heat flux, 𝑄𝐻with stability corrections 

are: 

 𝑢∗ = 𝑢ĸ [ln (
𝑧−𝑑0

𝑧0𝑚
) − 𝛹𝑚]

−1

 (A.3) 

Where 𝑢 is wind velocity at the reference height, ĸ is the von Karman constant, 𝑑0 is 

displacement height taken as 0.67 × ℎ𝑣𝑒𝑔 (Prueger and Kustas, 2005), and 𝛹𝑚 is the stability 

correction. 

 𝑄𝐻 = −𝑎ℎĸ𝑢∗𝜌𝑐𝑝(𝑇2 − 𝑇1) [𝑙𝑛 (
𝑧2−𝑑0

𝑧1−𝑑0
) − 𝛹ℎ]

−1

 (A.4) 

Where 𝑎ℎ and 𝑎𝑣 are assumed to be 1, 𝜌 is density of air at 1.2 kg/m3, 𝑐𝑝 is specific heat capacity 

of air at 1005 Jkg-1K-1, 𝑇2 and 𝑇1 (K) are the upper and lower measurement heights, respectively, 

and 𝛹ℎ is the stability correction. 

Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory 

From Prueger and Kustas (2005), Obukhov length, 𝐿, is given by 

 𝐿 = −
𝑇𝑟𝑢∗

3𝜌𝑐𝑝

ĸ𝑔𝑄𝐻
 (A.5) 

Where 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity and the other variables have been previously defined. 

The indicator of stability is given by 

 𝜁 =
𝑧

𝐿
 (A.6) 

If 𝜁 < 0, conditions are unstable, If 𝜁 ≈ 0, conditions are neutral, and if If 𝜁 > 0, conditions are 

stable. For neutral conditions, there is no stability correction so𝛹𝑚, 𝛹ℎ, and 𝛹𝑣 are equal to zero. 
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For unstable conditions, corrections are found in Foken (2008), page 48: 

 𝛹𝑚(𝜁) = ln [(
1+𝑥2

2
) (

1+𝑥2

2
)
2

] − 2 tan−1 𝑥 +
𝜋

2
 (A.7) 

 𝛹ℎ(𝜁) = 2 ln (
1+𝑦

2
) (A.8) 

Where, 𝑥 = (1 − 19.3𝜁)1/4  and 𝑦 = 0.95(1 − 11.6𝜁)1/2 and it is assumed that 𝛹ℎ(𝜁) = 𝛹𝑣(𝜁). 

For stable conditions, corrections are found in Foken (2008):  

 𝛹𝑚(𝜁) = −6𝜁 (A.9) 

 𝛹ℎ(𝜁) = −7.8𝜁 (A.10) 

Numerical Model 

A numerical model was written in R. An iterative solution was used to solve for the Obukhov 

Length, 𝐿. For the iteration, initial conditions were set to be neutral and error tolerance was 10-3. 

Model outputs are friction velocity, 𝑢∗, sensible heat flux, 𝑄𝐻, latent heat flux, 𝑄𝐸, and the 

Monin-Obukhov similarity indicator, 𝜁. 

Results 

Results of both methods are shown in Figures A.1 and A.2. Without the stability correction, the 

mean and median roughness heights were found to be 18 mm and 3.2 mm, respectively. With the 

stability correction, the mean and median roughness heights were found to be 48 mm and 15 

mm, respectively. Sicart et al. (2011) used 10 mm at the Zongo glacier. Smeets et al. (2008) 

found a z0 ranging from 0.1 mm to 10 mm for the ablation area of the Greenland ice sheet. Given 

the analysis and the values found in the literature, it was determined that a value of 3 mm would 

be used for the ablation zone in the model. 
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Figure A.1: Calculated roughness height of the glacier without (top) and with (bottom) the 

stability correction based on two measurement heights of temperature and wind speed at the on-

ice meteorological station 
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Figure A.2: Density of resulting roughness height calculations without (top) and with (bottom) 

the stability correction based on two measurement heights of temperature and wind speed at the 

on-ice meteorological station 
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Wind Undercatch Corrections 

The Catch Ratios used in the undercatch corrections are from Table 3 in Goodison et al. (1998). 

The OTT Pluvio1 with Alter shield was approximated as the NWS 8” gauge with an alter shield 

(equations A.11 and A.13). The unshielded stand pipe gauge was approximated as the NWS 8” 

unshielded gauge (equations A.12 and A.14). Yang et al. (1998) defined mixed precipitation 

occurring when the average daily air temperature is between 0 and 3°C. The catch ratio is 

defined by the wind speed, 𝑊𝑠, in m/s. The corrections for solid precipitation are:  

 𝐶𝑅𝑁𝑊𝑆 8−𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = exp(4.61 − 0.04𝑊𝑠
1.75)  (A.11) 

 𝐶𝑅𝑁𝑊𝑆 8−𝑢𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑑 = exp(4.61 − 0.16𝑊𝑠
1.28)  (A.12) 

The corrections for mixed precipitation are: 

 𝐶𝑅𝑁𝑊𝑆 8−𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 101.04 − 5.62𝑊𝑠  (A.13) 

 𝐶𝑅𝑁𝑊𝑆 8−𝑢𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 100.77 − 8.34𝑊𝑠  (A.14) 
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Conversion to Vapour Pressure 

From Lawrence (2005), the dew point temperature is converted to relative humidity using air 

temperature: 

 𝑅𝐻 = 100 ×
𝑒
(
𝐴𝑡𝑑
𝐵+𝑡𝑑

)

𝑒
(
𝐴𝑡
𝐵+𝑡

)
 (A.15) 

Where A = 17.625 and B = 243.04°C. 
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Ice Thickness Estimation 

Ice thickness of the glacier was estimated according to Frey et al., 2014. The average basal shear 

stress, τ, along the central flow line, f, is calculated by: 

 𝜏[𝑘𝑃𝑎] = {0.5 + 159.8𝛥𝐻 − 43.5
(𝛥𝐻)2: 𝛥𝐻 ≤ 1.6 𝑘𝑚

150                                             ∶ 𝛥𝐻 > 1.6 𝑘𝑚
 (A.16) 

Where ΔH is the change in elevation over the glacier. The ice thickness along the central 

flowline, hf, is calculated by Haeberli and Hoelzle (1995) as: 

 ℎ𝑓 =
𝜏

𝑓𝜌𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼)
 (A.17) 

Where f is a shape factor of 0.8 for valley glaciers (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), ρ is the density 

of the glacier ice (900 kg/m3), g is acceleration due to gravity, and α is the average slope of the 

glacier. The mean ice thickness of the glacier, hF, is then found by: 

 ℎ𝐹 = ℎ𝑓 (
𝜋

4
) (A.18) 
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Derivation of Error Estimation for V-A Scaling 

The error in the volume estimation using the V-A scaling relationship is due to both the error in 

the scaling relationship and the area measurement error from delineating the glacier boundaries 

in ArcGIS. The error in the scaling relationship is 34% when it is applied to a single glacier 

(Bahr et al., 2015). The error in the area measurement is derived below: 

Glacier volume, 𝑉 (106 m3), of an alpine valley glacier is related to its area, 𝐴 (106 m3), by: 

 𝑉 = 𝑐𝐴𝛾, (A.19) 

Where scaling parameters 𝑐 and 𝛾 are equal to 28.5 and 1.375 (for valley glaciers). The error in 

volume due to measurement errors in the area is: 

 𝑑𝑉 = (
δ𝑉

δ𝐴
) 𝑑𝐴 (A.20) 

 𝑑𝑉 = 𝑐𝛾𝐴𝛾−1𝑑𝐴 (A.21) 

Where 
𝛿𝑉

𝛿𝐴
 is the partial derivative of volume with respect to area and 𝑑𝐴 is the area in the 

measurement. The resolution of the Landsat imagery is 30 m and this value is taken to be the 

error in one dimension. Therefore, 𝑑𝐴 is taken to be (30 m)2 or 900 m2.  

 𝑑𝑉 = (28.5)(1.375)𝐴0.375(0.0009 × 106𝑚2) (A.22) 

Table A.1 shows the calculations for the total error of the glacier volume for the 1984 area and 

the 2014 area. 

Table A.1: Area in volume estimates for the Bologna Glacier 

Year Glacier area  

(x 106 m2) 

Glacier volume 

(x 106 m2) 

Error in volume from 

area measurements 

(x 106 m3) 

Error in scaling 

relationship from Bahr et 

al. (2015) 

(x 106 m3) 

Total error in 

volume 

(x 106 m3) 

1984 18.7 1598 0.106 543 543 

2014 16.0 1288 0.100 438 438 
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Therefore, in 1984 the glacier volume is 1598 ± 543 x 106 m3 and in 2014 the glacier volume is 

1288 ± 438 x 106 m3. The difference in volume between these two years is 310 x 106 m3. The 

combined error in the difference is: 

  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  √((543 × 106𝑚3)2 + (438 × 106𝑚3)2 (A.23) 

 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 698 × 106𝑚3 (A.24) 

Therefore, the glacier volume change between 1984 and 2014 is 310 ± 698 x 106 m3. 
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APPENDIX B: Reanalysis Comparison 

Table B.1: Metadata of reanalysis options considered for this project 

Product Source Years Available Resolution 
Lowest time 

step 
File Format 

ERA-Interim ECMWF 1979 – 2016 0.125° x 0.125° 3 hourly netCDF 

NARR NCEP 1979 – 2016 32 km 3 hourly 
netCDF or 

GRIB 

WFD WATCH 1901 – 2001 0.5° x 0.5° 3 or 6 hourly NC 

WFDEI WATCH 1979 – 2012 0.5° x 0.5° 3 hourly NC 
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APPENDIX C: Wind Roses 

Wind roses shown in Figures C.1 to C.4 were plotted using the R package “openair” (Carslaw 

and Ropkins, 2015).  

 

Figure C.1: Wind rose for Nunatak Station wind observations at 2.9 m 

 

Figure C.2: Wind rose for Ice Station wind observations at 2.9 m 
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Figure C.3: Wind rose for Ice Station wind observations at 10 m 

 

Figure C.4: Wind rose for uncorrected ERA-Interim data at 10 m 
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APPENDIX D: CRHM Specifications  

CRHM version 01/30/2017 was used in this study. Module names and release dates are given in 

Table D.1. Model parameters are given in Table D.2. 

Table D.1: Modules used in the Bologna Glacier basin CRHM 

Module Process Module Name Release Date 

Global radiation global 04/19/13 

Observations obs 01/13/17 

Basin specifications basin 02/24/12 

Sunshine hours calcsun 10/01/13 

Slope radiation Slope_Qsi#1 07/14/11 

Wind walmsley_wind 07/30/08 

Longwave radiation longVt 02/10/16 

All-wave radiation netall 03/22/16 

Evaporation evap 09/26/13 

Radiation under canopy CanopyClearing#3 09/27/16 

Albedo albedo_Richard 03/19/15 

Glacier glacier#1 01/28/17 

Snow Transport pbsmSnobal#1 01/05/17 

Avalanche  SWESlope 06/02/16 

Snowmelt SnobalCRHM#1 11/21/16 

Soil infiltration frozenAyers 08/02/16 

Soil moisture Soil 01/12/17 

Routing Netroute 11/26/15 
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Table D.2: Full set of parameters for the Bologna Glacier basin CRHM 

Module  Parameter Firn Ice Land 

Shared Basin area, basin_area (km2)  24.4  

 HRU area, hru_area (km2)  Refer to Table 3.10  

 HRU aspect, hru_ASL (°)  Refer to Table 3.10  

 HRU elevation, hru_elev (m)  Refer to Table 3.10  

 HRU slope, hru_GSL (°)  Refer to Table 3.10  

 HRU latitude, hru_lat (°) 62.11 62.11 62.11 

 Vegetation height (m) 0.5 0.5 0.3 

 Inhibit evaporation, inhibit_evap (-) 0 0 0 

 HRU routing process order, order (-)  Varies  

 Maximum depression storage, Sdmax (mm) 0 0 2-5 

 Maximum soil moisture, soil_moist_max (mm) 0 0 125 

 Maximum soil recharge, soil_rechr_max (mm) 0 0 25 

 Wind measurement height, Zwind (-) 10 10 10 

Albedo Albedo decay time constant for cold snow, a (s) 1.08e-7 1.08e-7 1.08e-7 

 Albedo decay time constant for melting snow (s) 7.2e5 7.2e5 7.2e5 

 Initial albedo for bare ground, Albedo_Bare (-) 0.17 0.17 0.17 

 Initial albedo for snow cover, Albedo_Snow (-) 0.85 0.85 0.85 

 Maximum albedo for fresh snow, amax (-) 0.84 0.84 0.84 

 Minimum albedo for aged snow, amin (-) 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 Minimum snowfall to refresh snow albedo, smin 

(mm/int) 

5 7 10 

Basin Basin name, basin_name Bologna1984, Bologna2014, Bologna2015 

 HRU names, hru_names  Varies  

Canopy 

Clearing 

Canopy albedo, Alpha_c (-) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Canopy enhancement parameter, B_canopy 0.038 0.038 0.038 

 CanopyClearing (clearing – 1) 1 1 1 

 Leaf area index, LAI (-) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Maximum canopy snow interception load, Sbar 

(kg/m2) 

6.6 6.6 6.6 

 If ice-bulb temp >= t: canopy snow is unloaded as 

snow, unload_t (°C) 

1 1 1 

 If ice-bulb temp >= t: canopy snow is unloaded as 

water, unload_t_water (°C) 

4 4 4 

 Roughness height of snow, z0snow (m) 0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Temperature measurement height, Zref (m) 1.4 1.4 1.4 

 Ventilation and wind speed height (z/Ht), Zvent 

(-) 

0.75 0.75 0.75 

Evap Evaporation method, evap_type (Granger – 0) 0 0 0 
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 Fraction to ground flux (-) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Frozen Ayers Environment coefficient, C (-) 2 2 2 

 Groundcover (-) Bare soil Bare soil Bare soil 

 Initial soil temperature, hru_tsoil (K) 269.1 269.1 269.1 

     

 Surface saturation, So (mm3/mm3) 1 1 1 

 Initial soil saturation, Si (mm3/mm3) 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 Texture (-) Coarse/medium 

over coarse 

Coarse/medium 

over coarse 

Soil over 

shallow 

bedrock 

 Overnight minimum to cause ice lens after major 

melt, t_ice_lens (°C) 

-20 -20 -20 

Glacier Inhibit melt until this Julian day, delay_melt (-) 0 0 0 

 Adjust glacier surface elevation (1) / Do not 

adjust glacier surface elevation (0), 

Elev_Adj_glacier_surf 

0 0 0 

 Firn lag delay, firnLag (h) - 4 - 

 Firn storage constant, firnStorage (d) - 2 - 

 Firn albedo, firn_Albedo (-) - 0.5 - 

 Ice lag delay, iceLag (h) 1 - - 

 Ice storage constant, icestorage (d) 0 - - 

 Ice albedo, ice_Albedo (-) 0.35 - - 

 Density of glacier ice, ice_dens (kg/m3) 900 - - 

 Initial water equivalent of glacier ice, ice_init (m) 100-500 - - 

 Mean annual accumulation of glacier SWE, 

SWEA (m/yr) 

0.1-2 0.1 0.1 

 Snowmelt lag delay, SWELag (h) 24 24 24 

 Snowmelt storage constant, SWEstorage (d) 1 1 1 

 Convert any SWE to firn on Julian day, 

SWE_to_firn_Julian (-) 

274 274 274 

 Mean annual temperature of glacier, TKMA (°C) -5 - -3 -2 - -1 -1 

Global Solar time offset from local time (h) 1.6 1.6 1.6 

LongVt Terrain emissivity, epsilon_s (-) 0.98 0.98 0.98 

 Terrain view factor, Vt (-) 0.01-0.05 0.01-0.05 0.01-0.05 

Netroute Groundwater storage constant, gwKstorage (d) 0 0 0 

 Groundwater lag delay, gwLag (h) 0 0 0 

 Destination of groundwater outflow, gwwhereto 

(surface basinflow – 100) 

100 100 100 

 Aggregated storage constant, Kstorage (d) 0 0 0 

 Aggregated lag delay, Lag (h) 0 0 0 

 Runoff storage constant, runKstorage (d) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Runoff lag delay, runLag (h) 2 2 2 
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 Bypass depressional storage (no bypass – 0) 0 0 0 

 Bypass recharge layer (no bypass – 0)  0 0 0 

 Subsurface runoff storage constant, ssrKstorage 

(d) 

2 2 2 

 Subsurface runoff lag delay, ssrLag (h) 5 5 5 

 Destination of surface water outflow, whereto 

(basin outflow – 0) 

0 0 0 

Obs Precipitation under catch adjustment, catchadjust   

(-)  

None None None 

 Climate change control, ClimChng_flag (-) Maintain RH Maintain RH Maintain 

RH 

 Lapse rate, lapse_rate (°C/100 m) 0.65 0.65 0.65 

 Measurement altitude, obs_elev (m) 2159 2159 2159 

 Temporal precipitation distribution, 

ppt_daily_distrib 

First interval First interval First 

interval 

 Precipitation height adjustment, precip_elev_adj 

(1/100 m) 

0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Snow/rain determination, 

snow_rain_determination  

Harder Harder Harder 

PbsmSnobal Stalk diameter, A_S (m) 0 0 0 

 Distribution fractions, distrib (-) 1 1 1 

 Fetch distance, fetch (m) 350-1100 350-1500 300-500 

 Inhibit blowing snow (do not inhibit – 0) 0 0 0 

 Inhibit sublimation (do not inhibit – 0) 0 0 0 

 Vegetation number density, N_S (m-2) 1 1 1 

Snobal 

CRHM 

Ground flux used when observed ground flux not 

available, hru_F_g (W/m2) 

0 0 0 

 Density of falling snow, hru_rho_snow (kg/m3) 100 100 100 

 Ground temperature when observed ground 

temperature not available, hru_T_g 

0 0 0 

 Thermal conductivity of wet sand, KT_sand(Jm-

1s-1K-1) 

1.65 1.65 0.08 

 Maximum liquid water content, max_h2o_vol 

(m3/m3) 

0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Maximum active layer thickness, max_z_s_0 (m) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Handle rain or snow, rain_soil_snow (-) (rain and 

snow when SWE > 0.02 m – 1) 

0 0 0 

 Ground flux, T_g_or_G_flux (calculate ground 

flux from ground temperature – 0) 

0 0 0 

 Roughness height, z_0 (m) 0.001 0.003 0.01 

 Height of air temperature and vapour pressure 

measurement, z_T (m) 

1.4 1.4 1.4 

 Height of wind measurement, z_u (m) 10 10 10 
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Soil Coverage type, cov_type (-) Bare soil (no 

evaporation) 

Bare soil (no 

evaporation) 

Crops 

(recharge 

layer) 

 Initial groundwater, gw_init (mm) 0 0 0 

 Daily groundwater drainage from groundwater 

reservoir, gw_K (mm/d) 

0 0 0 

 Maximum available water holding capacity of 

groundwater reservoir, gw_max (mm) 

0 0 0 

 Daily subsurface runoff from soil column, 

lower_ssr_K (mm/d) 

0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Daily subsurface drainage from recharge, 

rechr_ssr_K (mm/d) 

1 1 1 

 Initial depression storage, Sdinit (mm) 0 0 0 

 Daily depression storage groundwater drainage, 

Sd_gw_K (mm/d) 

0 0 0 

 Daily depression storage subsurface runoff 

drainage factor, Sd_ssr_K (mm/d) 

0 0 0 

 Maximum soil water excess routed to 

groundwater, soil_gw_K (mm/d) 

0 0 0 

 Initial soil water capacity, soil_moist_init (mm) 0 0 125 

 Initial value for soil recharge zone, 

soil_rechr_init (mm) 

0 0 25 

 Soil column excess to interflow/runoff (interflow 

– 0) 

0 0 0 

     

 Soil withdrawal function Clay Clay Sand 

 Limit transpiration to recharge layer only (0)  0 0 0 

SWESlope Minimum SWE holding depth, Hd_min (mm) 50 50 50 

 Density of snow, snow_density (kg/m3) 100 100 100 

 Use rho from Snobal, use_rho (1) 1 1 1 

 Destination HRU of slides from this HRU  Varies  

Walmsley 

Wind 

Coefficient for wind speed change due to 

topography, A (-) (2D escarpments – 2.5) 

2.5 2.5 2.5 

 Coefficient for wind speed change due to 

topography, B (-)(2D escarpments – 0.8) 

0.8 0.8 0.8 

 Upwind length at half height, L (m) 1000 1000 1000 

 Walmsley height, Walmsley_Ht (m) 50 50 50 
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APPENDIX E: Study Site Photographs 

 

Figure E.1: Surveying the glacier margins in August 2014 (reproduced with the permission of 

M. N. Demuth, Natural Resources Canada, 2015) 

 

 

 

Figure E.2: Porcupine carcass found on the Bologna Glacier in August 2015 (reproduced with 

the permission of M. N. Demuth, Natural Resources Canada, 2015) 
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Figure E.3: Caribou skull found on the Bologna Glacier in August 2014 

 

Figure E.4: Bologna Glacier pictured from the North 
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Figure E.5: Proglacial stream at the Bologna Glacier in August 2014 

 

Figure E.6: Glacier surface taken from helicopter (reproduced with the 

permission of May Guan, 2014) 
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Figure E.7: Bologna Glacier basin from the west (reproduced with the 

permission of May Guan, 2014) 


